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W ith this issue, Cascadia Times 
takes its first steps into 
cyberspace. Of course, our 

goal of providing you with critical 
information about our bioregion has 
not changed. We're simply exploring 
another medium to get the word out. 

The first thing we'll do is publish 
a monthly electronic edition of 
(lascadia Times exclusively for our 
subscribers. If you give us your email 
address (just send a message to casca 
dia@desktop.org), we'll send you 
advance warning of each issue as it 
goes to press. Each edition will con 
tain at least one lead article from the 
hard copy version as well as a brand 
new article on electronic networking 
for the environment. To see this 
month's edition, send an email mes 
sage ro cco@desktop.org. And help us 
spread the word: forward Cascadia 
Times Online co your friends. 

We'd also like to encourage you 
to submit your Cascadia Calendar 
items by email. Send announcements 
to cascadia-calcndar@desktop.org. 
While we can't promise to publish 
every submission in the hard copy of 
Cascadia Times, we will consider each 
for publication electronically. 

Perhaps the most interesting 
cyberspace adventure is our online 
discussion group. Think of it as an 
electronic "letters co the editor" col 
umn, only you get co read and reply 
to every letter. Cyberspace will help 
us better understand each other by 
creating an online community around 
our content. Send an email message 
co listserv@desktop.org with "sub 
scribe cascadia-l firscname lascname" 
as the body of your message (without 
the quotes) and you'll be added to 
our discussion group mailing list. 

Finally, we'll be establishing a 
Web page. While this won't happen 
right away (we'd rather use technolo 
gy that all of our un l iue readers 
already have), we know that this is 
the future of electronic publishing. 
We'll publish the Cascadia Calendar 
on the Web page, establish an archive 
of back issues, searchable by key 
word, and other interactive applica 
tions. Look for an announcement in a 

__!;.;___.2''1(;!c.J future Dear Reader column. 
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~ · - Meritt Tuttle 

capping of their final resting place." 
River salmon is about to unfold: the 
"The last chapter for the Columbia 

These were thoughts he had harbored for years, he said lacer, hut kept prerr 
much to himself. 

"Despite repeated assurances and promises made ro chose who fished the 
region's waters," he went on, "there are some persons hellbent on adding the final 
cap co the salmon's tomb." 

And who would chat be? Who, as' lurrle wrote, would "commit this unthinkable 
deed?" The Columbia River Alliance for Fish, Industry and Commerce - a lobby 
ing outfit funded largely hy the same aluminum companies getting the sweetheart 

deals. "Although fish is part of its name, it doesn't mean 
more fish. From the alliance's outset, I've watched it misin 
form and confuse the public on the salmon issues. Oh cs, 
it'll cell you it's for the salmon, hut in the next breath it 
put, limits on its commitment - limits rhut represent the 
cap for the salmon's comb. 

"Fueled b. generous industry funding, the alliance put 
on a slick public relations campaign. Folks advocating 
rcsrorutiun of salmon were left in the dust. Often they did 
n't huve the resources co counter the campaign. Some were 
public agem:it.:s, reined in by diplomacy required co survive 
within the political sysrcm." 

'turtle spoke from the perspective of experience, I le has been dealing with the 
Alliance regularly since J 990, when he put wgt.:th1.:r a :14-mt.:mbcr team of scientists 
to studv the viral question of whether salmon in the Snake system should he listed. 
That team included ,cit.:ntists from any inrcrcsr group that wished to participate. 
There was one rule. ;\o utrorncvs. "\\'e asked for biologists, not attorneys, because 
it was a biological decision we had to make," he cold me in an interview "The uudi 
cncc was made up mainlv of uttorncvs and many of these were from the (aluminum 

By Paul Koherstein 

N ews item: In October, the Bonneville Power Administration igns sweet 
heart deals with six big aluminum companies. Sweetheart deals? For the 
next five years, these Northwest companies will be getting price break 
on the elecuiciry they buy. That wouldn't be such a bad thing - we 

wane the jobs, you know - except the money's got to come from somewhere. And 
that somewhere appears to be salmon restoration in the Columbia. 

Believe me, a lot of people who care about salmon runs in the olumbia are 
losing sleep over these deals. In Portland, one of the sleepless is Merritt Tuttle. For 
32 years, Tutrle wa on the front lines in the battle to 
save Columbia River salmon. He was one of the govern 
ment's chief salmon biologists. During the lase e eral 
years of his career (which ended with hi retirement in 

ugust 1995), he was chief of the acional larine 
Fi. heries Service technical and research office in 
Portland. You might ay Tuttle wa the Jack Ward 
Thoma of salmon. I le headed the team of .cienrists that 
recommended in 1991 co list. almon in the Snake under 
the Endangered Species Acc. 

One Tuesda night in mid-October, a restless Tirttlc 
switched on the computer at hi· suburban home and 
began typing. I le kept going until S:30 a.rn. Then he printed our :1 couple pages of 
text and dropped it in the mail co the editorial page at '/'he On'J(o11i1111. 

Sometimes it pays co vent. The paper printed his 600-word guest opinion two 
days lacer. 

"The last charter for the Columbia River salmon is about to unfold: the cap 
ping of their final resting place," Tuttle wrote. "Instead of entombment" irhin a 
pyramid, the salmon shall forever lay downstream f Mm the lower-most maze of 
interwoven steel, inlaid with concrete - the river's darns." 

Sleepless (Over Salmon) in Portland 
BARBED 
WIRE 

Kencrechs director of government affairs, 
readily acknowledges that the 7,000 tur 
bines at Altamont do kill birds. But he 
quickly adds that the 34.'i proposed tur 
bines at Columbia 11 ills would be far safer 
for birds than any of the 20 different 
designs employed at Altamont. 

Leaders of the ational Audubon 
Society and the Yakarna Indian Nation, 
however, don't agree. They are fighting 
the Columbia Hills proposal in court, and 
a lengthy battle looms. "The issue here is 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 

tant bird habitat - would be developed 
only after further rudy, 

The project could displace polluting 
power plants fueled by natural gas and 
coal, eliminating from the atmosphere 
some 270,000 tons of carbon dioxide and 
2,240 tons of sulfur dioxide a year. 

"It is a best chance ar restraining the 
rush to dirty, degraded air in the 

orthwest," the groups said. 
San Francisco-based Kenerech Inc. is 

a developer at Altamont and the develop 
er at Columbia Hills. Roby Roberts, 

Columbia Hills wind project would criss-cross landscape east of the Gorge. 

An impressive number of green 
groups have endorsed the 
Columbia Hills project. Among 

them, the Citizens Utility Board of 
Oregon, Friends of the Earth, 
Environmental Defense Fund, atural 
Resources Defense Council, Renewable 

orthwest, Oregon Environmental 
Council, Oregon Stace Public Interest 
Research Group, orthwest Conservation 
Act Coalition, Northwest Environmental 
Advocate , nion of Concerned Scientists 
and the Washington League of Women 
Voter .. 

"The Columbia Hills project has one 
of the best wind resources in the region, 
and is located close to major demand cen 
ters and the existing power grid," the 
groups said in a joint letter sent Aug. 18 co 
Energy ecrecary Hazel O'Leary and 
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt. 
Concern about bird mortality, the groups 
added, "appear to be based on old infor 
mation." They ·aid two-thirds of the site 
contain no important bird area , and the 
other third - which does provide impor- 

wind development anywhere in the U.S. 
where a protected bird might fly. 

All of which underscores one more 
fact: In 1995 it is still not easy to develop 
renewable sources of electricity. Who would argue against a wind 

mill? They're as old as ancient 
Egypt, and clean as a whistle. 

Some ay they're the ideal solution tO 
global warming. Green groups love 'em. 

Bue notably, not the National 
Audubon Society. 

And not the .S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, which has been investigating 
claims that bird kills at Altamont Pas , 
near Oakland, Calif., may constitute crim 
inal violations of two federal bird-protec 
tion laws. Eagles are dying, as well as 
peregrine falcon·, red-tailed hawks, 
American kestrels, and many ocher 
species. 

Details of its investigation have been 
referred tO the U.S. Department of 
Justice, says Susan aul, a Fish and 
Wildlife Service spoke woman in 

Portland. 
And now, in Washington state, the 

wildlife agency is taking a tough stand on a 
major windpower proposal at the east end 
of the Columbia River Gorge. A ruling, 
i sued in September, makes plain that the 
agency will tolerate no bird deaths caused 
by the Columbia Hills project. This zero 
tolerance rule, if applied elsewhere, may 
have further, negative con equences for 

By Paul Koterstei» 

WILDLIFE AGENCY MAKES TOUGH CASE AGAINST WIND PROJECT 

Birds vs. Blades 



mouth of the Khutzeymaceen Inlet and 
you can't get off your boat unless one of 
them is with you. Since it was established 
as an official sanctuary last August it has 
received an average of ten visitors a day, 
according to manager Hugh Markides 

But conditions are much different at 
Katmai National Park, west of Kodiak 
Island on the Alaska Peninsula. Its 
15,000 annual visitors, virtually all of 

understand why there are differences in 
rules," says John eary, a ranger at Pack 
Creek, another Admiralty Island site. 

Innovative efforts to enhance falling 
budgets centered on the creation of sup 
port groups, stronger contacts with the 
associated industries and a little well 
focused guilt. 

Several managers complained that 
tourism businesses have been reluctant to 

Visitors. like these on Alaska's Admiralty Island. are sometimes confused over proper 
behavior on the bear's turf. 

whom arrive during three summer 
months, can fish, hike or watch bears in 
virtually unregulated freedom. Bue 
tourists beware: Katmai griz have begun 
taking salmon off anglers' lines. Whirring 
fishing reels announce that their order is 
ready and the hooked fish are easy for 
them to catch. 

With ecorourisrn on the rise in the 
Northwest, wildlife managers are looking 
for ways to make encounters between 
tourists and bears bearable for both. Bear 
viewing area managers from Alaska, 
British Columbia and the Russian 
Kamchatka Peninsula found they face 
many of the same problems, and made 
plans for coordinated efforts to address 
them, during their first-ever gathering in 
Juneau in late end of September. 

Common difficulties include the 
always-tragic maulings of their human 
clientele as well as limited budgets chat 
prevent close supervision. Moreover, 
viewing area managers found they have 
been giving the public inconsistent infor 
mation, leaving some visitors confused 
over proper conduct and demeanor in 
bear country. 

"There's a real discrepancy in the 
message being given out at each viewing 
area,'1 says Tony Monzingo, an Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game manager 
at the Stan Price Sanctuary, on Admiralty 
Island, in state's southeast peninsula. 

As biologists whose professional 
training was based in the study of big crit 
ters, they noticed they'd really become 
managers of people. 

Rangers giving instructions based on 
local circumstances found that visitors 
may take their knowledge to another set 
ting where bears' experience, and corn 
fort levels with nearby humans may dif 
fer greatly. 

"[f the public doesn't realize the dif 
ferences in circumstances they won't 

D on't expect to roam on your own 
when you visit British Columbia's 
new Khutzeyrnateen Grizzly 

Bear Sanctuary. 
The 951,335 acre sanctuary east of 

the pore city of Prince Rupert is just what 
its Tsimshian Native name means, "a long 

· inlet in a steep valley." It has no shore 
based facilities. There are no outhouses, 
no utility connections for RVs and no 
leaving the company of park rangers. 

Two rangers live on a barge at the 

by Bob Tkacz 

Grizzlies, 
Tourists Bear 
Watching 

being proposed with full knowledge of 
the potential caking of migratory birds, 
eagles and endangered species, we intend 
to open criminal investigations and docu 
ment all losses. Evidence of killing will 
be presented co the appropriate U.S. 
attorney in Oregon and Washington for 
consideration of criminal prosecution. We 
also intend to submit evidence of eagle 
losses to the regional solicitor for civil 
penalty consideration." 

Plenart's memo suggests if changes 
aren't made, the future of wind power 
may be in serious doubt: "There is no 
question that wind turbines, as they are 
currently designed and operated, pose a 
significant threat to migratory bird popu 
lations. If expansion is allowed to move 
forward throughout the nation without 
proper safeguards, the current situation 
can only get worse." • 

Q uestions about the Columbia 
Hills project's potential impact on 
bald eagles drew the Fish and 

Wildlife Service into the Columbia Hills 
debate. The agency is required to render 
a "biological opinion" on whether the pro 
ject might jeopardize the existence of 
eagles, listed as threatened under the 
Endangered Species Act. Its opinion, 
issued Sepe. 18, said the project would 
not jeopardize eagle populations, and 
thus did not violate the ESA. 

But where migratory birds such as 
the bald eagle are concerned, the 
strongest protection is not provided by 
the ESA. The Bald and Golden Eagle 
and Migratory Bird Treaty acts are much 
cougher. The ESA allows for incidental 
killing or "take" of an endangered species. 
The ocher two laws provide no such 
exceptions. 

Studies show chat an average of 40 
golden eagles are being killed each year 
at the Altamont Pass site, and another 
6,800 passerine birds are killed yearly at 
another site in Southern California. In a 
Jan. 21, 1994, memo, Marv Plenart, then 
Northwest regional director of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service, said "most, if not all, 
of these losses are in violation" of the two 
bird-protection laws. 

proper siting," says Dennis White, conser 
vation chair of the Columbia Gorge 
Audubon Society. "This is not a wind 
power vs. fossil fuels debate." 

Adds Paul Ketchum, conservation 
director of the Audubon Society of 
Portland, in his own memo to O'Leary 
and Babbitt: "We are very concerned 
about the expansion of windplant facili 
ties in important bird areas where serious 
environmental damage can occur." 
Ketchum alleges Kenetech and its part 
ners in the project are in a rush to devel 
op as many wind projects as possible 
before a federal subsidy for wind power 
expires in 1999. 

Audubon leaders have called for fed 
eral wind power siting standards. There 
are currently none. On chis they have 
agreement from the conservation groups 
in support of the Kenerech project. They 
have recommended four basic criteria, 
including a ban on turbines in areas used 
by threatened or endangered species, or 
in bird flyways. And, the groups contend, 
the project satisfies chose criteria. 

White, however, claims the 
Columbia Hills project violates those 
standards. Significantly, the Fish and 
Wildlife Service shares White's concerns. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 

J use how many birds would be killed 
by the Columbia Hills project? 
According co the environmental 

impact statement, written by the 
Bonneville Power Administration, no 
more than 6 co 20 raptors would die year 
ly. But the environmental groups in sup 
port of the project insist the mortality 
would be less. 'I he Fish and Wildlife 
Service, however, points to other studies 
supporting "significantly higher esti 
mates." One 1995 study estimated mortal 
ity for the initial phase at up to 38 rapcors 
per year. And the agency says when the 
project is fully developed, mortality could 
range from 6 to 99 deaths per year. 

With an eye coward Kenetech 's 
Columbia Hills proposal, Plenart issued 
this warning: "Because this expansion is 0 
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continued from page 3 

companies). I was puzzled at first, but 
then I realized their stake in this. They 
bought about one-third of their power 
from the BPA." 

Tuttle sees the BPA not so much vil 
lain as victim. "We felt the biologists from 
the BPA were straight shooters, searching 
for the best science," says Tuttle. But the 
BPA has been "squished," he says, by the 
aluminum companies' enormous influence 
in Congress, stemming from their cozy 
friendships with Mark Hatfield, Slade 
Gorton, and, until 1994, Tom Foley. Its no 
coincidence that Hatfield and Gorton are 
the fish cap's leading proponents. 

What Tuttle fears is that Congress will 
gut salmon recovery programs. Not that 
they all are working as planned. "The BPA 
is throwing 1,1 lot of money at salmon, but 
it's missing the mark. The only thing that 
would solve the problem is a change in the 
way the dams are operated. We are throw 
ing money at every little habitat project 
you could imagine, but the dams keep eat 
ing away at the resource." 

During the last year of Tuttle's career, 
he served as a senior policy analyst under 
Will Stelle, NMFS' Northwest regional 
director. It was a time when the agency 
was being attacked not just by industry 
but by environmental groups and Indian 
tribes impatient with the lack of progress 
toward salmon recovery. These groups 
scored with a court victory in 1994 order 
ing NM FS to correct a hydro system in the 
Columbia chat, as the judge put it, clearly 
favored industry. 

'Tuttle shared their impatience, but 
sees solutions in the not too distant future. 
If only the runs last long enough, he mus 
es, for solutions to have a chance to work. 

Barbed Wire 
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O ccober ~,,,~s a tough month for for 
est acnvists on the front lines. 
Here are four reports: 

In British Columbia, 14 activists were 
arrested at Ista (Fog Creek) near Bella 
Coola. Some 70 supporters gathered at the 
Supreme Court in Vancouver, setting up a 
vigil in solidarity with chose imprisoned 
for defending uxalk traditional land 
from International Forest Product's 
clearcurs. 

Another 20 Nuxalkmc and Forest 
Action Network activists occupied the 
office of the linistry of Forestry District 
Manager's office for the mid-coast in 
Hagensborg. 

The 14 defendants were offered new 
terms of relea e including a prohibition 
from returning to lsta. The judge, speak 
ing from rhe bench, said, 'Why should we 
banish these people from any part of the 
province? ... \, 'e're not here to provide 
comfort for I nrernational Forest Products, 
we are here co provide Justice ... " 

Jacinta Frerich, one of the arrestees 
from the Fore. r Action Network who also 
appeared before the Supreme Court, said: 
"I have bourne witness co the relentless 
destruction of the land and the ongoing 
oppression of indigenous peoples. These 
shameful atrocities arc a matter of global 
concern. s an Irish citizen, I am outraged 
at the federal and provincial government, 
that they con inue to condone clearcut 
logging of unoedcd territories by money- 

More Activists 
Arrested in 
Defense of 
Ancient Forests 

The Facts: Clearcuts cause ero- 
sion. and erosion damages spawning habitat. 
This is one reason why salmon in coastal 
streams. where Weyerhaeuser has done 
some of its heaviest logging. are proposed 
for listing under the Endangered Species 
Act. Private timberland m the Northwest 
has been logged far harder than federal 
land. When they own the land. timber 
companies log closer to streams. and their 
clearcuts are larger. Some of the largest 
clearcuts 111 the Northwest are the handi 
work of vveyerhaeuser 

Message: Notice that the ad 
doesn't say anything about vveyerhaeuser's 
other employees -- the one', with chain 
saws. But if loggers make salmon sad. then 
people might think snorkeling biologists 
will make them happy. This ad suggests 
the company's operations are good for 
fish. confusing people who have heard just 
the opposite. Critics of the ad say that if it 
causes people to believe the problems 
with salmon habitat have been solved. then 
the ad itself could be damaging to the 
environment. 

Background: This full-page 
Weyerhaeuser ad. published Oct. 9 in the 
Coos Bay. Ore .. World. boasts of the com 
pany's snorkeling biologists who are paid to 
watch salmon spawn. The purpose of the 
ad is to put distance between the company 
and its record of clearcutting vast forests 
across the Northwest. as well as brush off 
the public's concerns that those clearcuts 
might somehow be to blame for damage to 
salmon habitat. 

SHOHKELIHG 
FOB SRLNOH 

MORE ON PAGE 6 

Injunction on 
September 28th, sal 
vage logging of the 
Headwaters ancient 
forest and "residual" 
old growth redwoods 
on Pacific Lumber 
Company land owned 
by Charles Hurwitz has 
been halted. The 
m] unction protected 
critical habitat for mar 
bled rnurrelets and 
northern spotted owls in 
the 3,300 acre main 
grove, and four smaller 
detached groves, until: the federal trial. 

However, a buffer zone of 75-100 
year-old second growth and residual old 
growth trees on the northern edge of 
Headwaters Forest was left unprotected 
by the court order. With four 60-acre 
clearcut blocks, including 1 1/2 miles 
along the edge of the ancient forest, Sierra 
Pacific's California Department of 
Forestry-approved plan will effectively 
complete the circle of clearcuts now sur 
rounding the main grove, creating yet 
another "island" in a sea of stumps. Earth 
First! activists have been taking nonvio 
lent direct actions co slow the destruction 
of North Headwaters. 

In Southern Oregon, 57 people were 
arrested for entering the federal closure 
around the Sugarloaf timber sale on Oct. 
9. Some 200 people had hiked up the Big 
Tree trail in rhe Oregon Caves National 
Monument; after gathering at the 1,200- 
year-old Big Tree. Demonstrators hiked 
back down and went off the trail, an area 
declared off-limits. About a dozen law 
enforcement officers were there to arrest 
the "trespassers." The people arrested 
included the minister of the Grants Pass 
Unitarian Universalise Church and a well 
known local Audubon activist. This mass 
civil disobedience brings the number of 
people arrested protesting Sugarloaf to 
over 100. 

Finally, in l\loscow, Idaho, 12 activists 
went on trial for violating a . cz PerL·e 
National Forest order closing the Cove 
l\lallard timber sale to the public. Three 
Russian conservationists attended a por 
tion of the trial, and later, Slava Romanov, 
from Irkutsk on Lake Baikal expressed 
surprise "to find such a lack of dcmocracv 
in the l 'nited States. First we learn that 
laws regarding logging have been sus 
pended and now we learn that people arc 
arrested when rhev want to sec what is 
going on in their forests." • 

hungry multinational corporations such as 
Interfor." 

In Northern 
California, Sierra 
Pacific began 
logging the north 
ern edge of 
Headwaters Grove, 
the largest stand of 
old growth red 
woods still in pri 
vate ownership. 

Since Judge 
Maxine Chesney 
issued a preliminary 

that. We are one step ahead of you," 
Revenko says. 

Tourism companies are focusing on 
the Kamchatka Peninsula as a world class 
visitor destination because of its active 
volcanoes and thermal areas, huge salmon 
runs and bear population. 

Revenko says the viewing area he 
manages at Kurliskoye Lake, at the south 
end of the peninsula had less than a hun 
dred visitors last year, largely because of 
the expense. Helicopter flights or a diffi 
cult 40-mile ride on a seasonally impass 
able road from a village accessible only by 
air or water puts the trip beyond reach of 
most Russians and low budget foreign 
travelers. 

The isolation of the largely roadless 
peninsula has helped protect rhe bear 
population. Revenko says legal hunters 
account for about 800 bears annually from 
a peninsula-wide population he estimates 
at 10-12,000. 

Poachers cake four co five rimes rhe 
legal limit, noc for trophies but to sell gall 
bladders and other pares sought as delica 
cies or for perceived health benefits in 
lucrative Asian markets. "There's a lot of 
poaching going on," Revenko says. "We're 
kind of concerned about the future of our 
~~-" . 

contribute financial support for viewing 
areas despite the publicity and photo 
opportunities that attract their clients to 
viewing areas. 

Other businesses have been more 
generous. 

The Vancouver Grizzlies, a Canadian 
minor league basketball team, donates 50 
cents of every ticket sale to bear manage 
ment in Khutzeymateen, Markides says. 

A new viewing platform will be built 
near the Brooks campground, in Katmai, 
with $200,000 in donations from Kodak 
and Fuji corporations after the film pro 
ducers were reminded of the thousands of 
rolls of film tourists shoot there each vear. 

Surveys have shown the general pub 
lic is willing ro pay higher fees at viewing 
areas if their money goes directly to the 
operation of the attractions, according co 
Colleen Matt, an Alaska fish and game 
manager at Mc eil River Sanctuary. Matt 
urge colleagues co renegotiate leases with 
commercial venders based on a percent 
age of profit rather than a ser fee. Marr 
also says "commercial" viewers, like pro 
fe sional wildlife photographers, are will 
ing to pay higher fees if ir helps assure 
acces to the sires. 

Igor Revenko, manager of bear view 
ing areas on the Rus ian Kamchatka 
Peninsula, says his country has levied 
higher charges on commercial visitors 
since the end of communism in 199\. 

''I was surprised you don't charge 

With ecotourism on 
the rise in the 

Northwest, wildlife 
managers are looking 

for ways to make 
encounters between 
tourists and bears 
bearable for both. 



On Oct. 18, a Eugene judge ordered 
the Forest Service to release 200 mil 
lion board feet of timber for the cut 
ting. At the same time, he refused to 
pm two Clinton administration officials 
in jail for alleged contempt. Tom 
Tuchmann, Clinton's forest policy advi 
sor, and Jim Lyons, an assistant secre 
tary of agriculture, remain free. Said 
Chris West, a spokesman for the 
Northwest Forestry Association, "We 
never wanted to put these people in 
jail. That would be stupid." 

The list of "heavyweights" lined up 
against drilling for oil on the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, 

according to the Fairbanks Daily 
ews Miner: Jimmy Carter, Bill 

Clinton and John Denver. 

Alaska Rep. Don Young's latest trick: a 
bill transferring ownership of the 
Tongass National Forest to the state of 
Alaska. Sen. Frank Murkowski ha 
dropped a bill to transfer land occupied 
by ski resorts on national forests to the 
resorts' owners without competitive 
bids. 

Ed Sheers is retiring after lS years as 
ead of the Northwest Power 

Planning Council. He says he 
wanes a new challenge. That's 
derscandable, given chat a grow 

ing number of experts in the region 
say the council, which secs energy and 
salmon policy in the Columbia Basin, 
is no longer relevant. Moreover the 
council no longer represents the major 
ity of northwescerners. Six of its eight 
members are from ease of the 
Cascades, even though the lion's share 
of population lives co the west. 
Observers say its only a matter of time 
before its enlightened salmon plan, 
adopted a year ago, will be repealed by 
its conservative member-hip. 

The Clinton administration is proposing 
to waive Endangered Species Act 
requirements on landowners of 5 acres or 
less in cases involving endangered 
species. The plan was ripped by Rep. 
Richard Pombo, R-CA, the chairman of a 
House task force chat has proposed to gut 
the ESA. "It's not based on science," 
Pombo complained. Democrats mused 
later that if Pombo's proposal becomes 
law, there won't be any species to protect. 

Defense Fund). It listed names of 
member organizations and financial 
information that the group had not 
provided. After what the New Yrlrk 
Times described as an "ugly" exchange 
with a Democrat from Colorado, 
Mclntosh admitted that his subcom 
mittee staff had falsified the docu 
ment. Nan Aron, director of the 
Alliance, told rhe Washington Post, 
"Nothing could better demonstrate the 
total lack of merit of this legislation 
than the fact that its proponents feel 
the need to rely on such blatant dis 
honesty co further their cause." 

The document in question was on let 
terhead that appeared co be that of the 
Alliance for Justice (an umbrella orga 
nization that includes The Children's 

Congress may reform campaign 
finances some day, but the most 
immediate prospect is for reform 

of left-leaning non-profits. 
Republicans are so eager to defund the 

left that, in one of its most ridiculous 
moments of the current Congress, one 
GOP leader forged a document co make 
it appear a liberal group wa lying. The 
forgery occurred during a hearing held 
by Rep. David M. Mcintosh, R-IN, a 
leading sponsor of an amendment spon 
sored by Rep. Ernest Istook R-OK, 
which would place limits on the non 
profit community's ability co advocate. 

While it's hard to argue with the 
metaphor, she drew this response from 
Paul Berendt, chairman of the state 
Democratic parry: "If she really means 
what she says about reform, she should 
start with her own party, her own speak 
er, her own friends in the state Senate 
and her own campaign account." 

S. Rep. Linda Smith, the 
Republican from Washington, is 

already soliciting contributions to 
r next campaign. Some observers 

think that campaign will be for gover 
nor, although Smith denies it. Eicher 
way, she claims she'll run without PAC 
money. She was quoted in September as 
comparing the flow of PAC dollars 
through the capitol with a sewer. 

Which candidate should get the green 
vote? According co a chart showing the 
candidates' environmental record com 
piled by the Oregon League of 
Conservation Voters, the answer may 
well be none of the above. Of the four 
candidates in the race with legislative 
voting records, the best background 
belongs to a Republican -- i orma 
Paulus. Paulus, however, earned her 93 
percent mark in the mid-1970s, when 
the issues were much different. Both 
Defazio and Wyden scored about 89 
percent out of a possible l 00 on votes 
taken in recent years. By comparison, 
Seate Sen. Gordon mith, the million 
aire from Pendleton and Paulus' main 
competitor, rated only 4 percent from 
the LCY. One candidate without a 
record may be the greenest of all - 
Democrat Michael Donnelly, a forest 
activist from Salem. 

s no secret that U.S. Reps. Ron 
Wyden and Peter Defazio, the 

leading contenders in the 
ernocratic primary for Oregon's 

vacant U.S. Senate seat, are not 
friends. So few people were surprised 
when Wyden blurted recently, "Any 
jackass can kick down a barn. It takes a 
real carpenter to build one." Wyden's 
pollster says he's leading Defazio by 
19 percentage points; the Defazio 
camp says the lead is less than 10. 

Wyden Takes The Lead 
Ca ~ol ffl--------- 

the same time, they gave failing grades to 
Hanford Nuclear Reservation managers 
for repeatedly denying public researchers 
timely access to records. 

Now, however, chose groups are 
ready co give O'Leary straight F's. In an 
open letter dated Oct. 2, members of the 
Hanford Public Inreresr Group Network 
said the Energy Department is devoting 
too few dollars ro the task of declassifying 
formerly secret documents. 

They said Hanford should speed up 
the process of making its environment 
and health records available at public 
reading rooms and on the Internet. 
Those records would reveal details of 
operations at the nation's largest and most 
polluted nuclear weapons site, located 
next co the Columbia River in southeast 
Washington. 

"O'Leary made chis commitment 
over a year and a half ago, yet these vital 
records remain in a secret vault at 
Hanford behind a massive fence," says 
Tom Carpenter, Seattle attorney for the 
Government Accountability Project, one 
of the network's members. Others 
include Heare of America Northwest, 
Columbia River United, Hanford Action 
of Oregon, Physicians for Social 
Responsibility, Sierra Club. the Hanford 
Education Action League and Oregon 
Hanford Watch. 

Some groups are blaming Congress 
as well. The recent Bulletin of Atomic 
Scientists points out that the House ver 
sion of the 1996 Intelligence 
Authorization Ace put a $2.5 million 
pending cap on declassification work - 

and then specified that the money "must 
not be pent co actually declassify any 
thing, but co evaluate the scope and cost 
of the declassification program." In con 
trast, the committee was silent on the 
estimated $10 billion annual cost of clas 
sifying documents. 

Heart of America orthwest, a 
Seattle-based Hanford watchdog group, 
points out that Hanford spends $20 mil 
lion a year on public relations, an item 
chat also apparently will escape the bud 
get axe. 

Records sought by the groups would 
provide detai Is of how Hanford over the 
years conducted radiation experiments 
on humans and animals; intentionally 
exposed people to radiation; released 
radiation to the environment; and dealt 
with criticalities, accidents, incidents and 
abnormal events. 

"This issue requires your attention," 
the groups wrote. "The truth about pub 
lic radiation exposure remains locked up 
at Hanford." 

Hanford officials say the process of 
declassifying documents is painstakingly 
slow, requiring two people to inspect 
each docu ment. 

However, as the groups point out, 
corporations who are being sued for past 
releases at Hanford by "downwinder" 
groups not only have access to classified 
records, they can even pinpoint impor 
tant documents through keyword search 
es. And where does the money come 
from to pay for this system? Hanford 
cleanup funds. • 
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a; Last year, public interest groups in 
O> z the Northwest gave Energy 

Secretary Hazel O'Leary high 
$ marks for her promise to make Hanford's 
V secret documents open co the publc, At 

0 'Leary Flunks 
Openness 'fest 
at Hanford 

Remembt:r the 1989 scare over the 
chemical spray Alar? If you are a 
Washington apple grower you cer 

tainly do. Many growers lost their homes 
and livelihood after the CBS show 60 
Minutes aired the controversial report, "A 
is for Apple" on Feb. 26 of that year. 

The report opened with these omi 
nous words, spoken by corre 
spondent Ed Bradley: 
"The most potent can 
cer-causing agent in 
our food supply is a 
substance sprayed on 
apples co keep them 
on the trees longer and 
make them look better. 
That's the conclusion of a number of sci 
entific experts. And who is most at risk? 
Children, who may someday develop 
cancer from this one chemical..." 

After the report, consumer demand 
for apples dropped dramatically. In 
November 1990, growers sued CBS, 
asserting their product had been dispar 
aged. 

Now, after five years of litigation, the 
case is finally settled. The .S. Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in San 
Francisco has ruled in favor of CBS and 
against the apple growers. The court 
found no evidence that the news program 
was wrong about the chemical's toxicity, 

The 60 Minutes report was based in 
part on an Natural Resources Defense 
Council report, "Intolerable Risk," which 
reviewed a number of studies showing a 
correlation between exposure to Alar and 
various types of tumors in laboracory ani 
mals. Other studies conducted by the 
Environmental Protection Agency after 
1989 confirmed chat Alar is a probable 
human carcinogen. 

"The court has ruled chat the risk of 
Alar to children was not based on junk 
science but on a reasonable interpreta 
tion of the faces," said RDC Executive 
Director John Adams. "Today the apple 
industry is thriving, and the worry about 
Alar is gone. The important task of pro 
tecting public health from pesticides 
and ocher toxins in the food supply is 
still ahead. Perhaps this will make the 
job easier." 

Actually, the public is not entirely 
afe from Alar, Its manufacturer, 

Uniroyal, did pull it from shelves in the 
l l.S; but continues to sell ic abroad. • 

Field Notes c o N r , N u E o 
A is for Accuracy 
CBS' 60 MINUTES FINALLY 
VINDICATED ON ALAR STORY 
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Clean Woter 
Settlement to Be:nefit 
Cook lnlE4t 

Big Money for 
Property Rights 
Measure · 
Citizens for Property Rights; the group push 
ing Washington's property rights measure on 
the Nov. 7 ballot, Referendum 48, is expect 
ed to receive $1 million in donations. 
Additionally, the Washington State Master 
Builders is expected to kick in $300,000, and 
the National Association of Builders is pony 
ing up $1.1 million. Opponents will receive 
far less money, though their number of indi 
vidual donors will be much greater. 
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National Research 
Council Recommends 
Strengthened ESA 

against reprocessing. 
"If the State Department didn't steamroll DOE then we'd have a 

much better position," says Tom Clements of Greenpeace. 11The DOE is 
getting clobbered on by the State Department on this." 

Why is the State Department so opposed to a ban? Certainly State is 
carrying water for Japanese and European interests - countries with 
aggressive nuclear reprocessing industries - but also for American corpo 
rations who envision profits in a reborn domestic reprocessing industry. 

According to Clements, the State Department has been "pretty much 
a front for the plutonium industry and is totally bought out, and .. all this 
is very frightening." 

In testimony 'last year before a House panel chaired by Rep. Pete 

international agreement that 
would ban production of these 

I t would seem that a remarkable opportunity exists 
for the public, particularly people concerned with 
environmental and economic impacts of sustaining a 

failing nuclear industry and managing plutonium 
inventories, to shape national policy. But unfortunately 
public involvement has been limited to a much narrow 
er focus: the selection of specific technologies for the 
materials' final disposition. 

Last month, public meetings and roundtables were 
materials for Weapons forever." held in Washington and Oregon to discuss plutonium 

disposition. To their credit, no other states involved 
- President Clinton the public at any level on this issue. Because adequate 

technology to store or transform the material does not 
exist, the discussions centered on choosing the best 
available technologies. Not surprisingly, public 

response was all over the map. 
Two of the three most promising methods for disposal, vitrification 

and burning, would benefit industry in a big way, yet there are problems 
with each. And, in addition to transportation dangers, increased waste pro 
duction would be inevitable. And there are ocher threats. So-called "dirty" 
bombs can be made from less-than-weapons-grade materials. If detonated 
they can scatter material that is no less deadly. It doesn't seem wise to pro 
mote further production in the absence of a real solution to the waste 
problem. But industry and its friends tell us these problems pale com 
pared with the threat of terrorism. 

Because there's an urgent need to do something, the third option - 
provide adequate security for the material here and abroad while waiting 
for a suitable technology to be developed -- is generally considered unac 
ceptable. But should it be? Why such urgency? After all, the stuff is 
going to be around for a very long time. 

nuclear terrorism for all 
nations. We will press for an 

are raising the danger of 
and highly enriched uranium 

Stark, D-CA, Stare f)epartment officials opposed a ban on civilian repro 
cessing activities because it would interfere with economic interests. 
And, even if they thought it was sound policy, they said they never could 
convince other nations to cease their own reprocessing programs. "We 
will honor commitments to Europe and Japan on civilian use programs," 
said Richard Stratford, nuclear affairs director for the State Department. 
While Stark termed foreign reprocessing "scary," Stratford called it 

"inevitable." 
But the State Department's defense of reprocessing 

"Growing stockpiles of plutonium appears to contradict Clinton's call for a ban on pluto 
nium production. There is no consistency in having a 
policy calling for reduction of world scores of plutoni 
um, while still permitting other nations to process the 
stuff. As Stark put it, "This policy is like having one 
shoe on, and one shoe off." 

T wo years ago, President Clinton proposed a tough new policy to 
stem proliferation of nuclear weapons. He told the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, "Growing stockpiles of plutoni 

um and highly enriched uranium are raising the danger of nuclear terror 
ism for all nations. We will press for an international agreement that 
would ban production of these materials for weapons forever." 
Nevertheless, indications are the administration may fall short of 
addressing the full threat as it prepares to deliver 
our nation's first comprehensive plutonium policy. 
And not surprisingly, corporate nuclear America, 
with its eye on profits, is wielding heavy influence 
to dampen aspirations toward a truly comprehensive 
policy on plutonium and other fissile materials. 

Last year, in response to Clinton's directive, the 
U.S. Department of Energy actually toyed with the 
notion of a worldwide ban on reprocessing these 
materials. A bold call, it turns out. And sure enough, 
a little-noticed, but nonetheless hot debate followed 
between reprocessing foes and - of all agencies - 
the State Department. 

No wonder. The ramifications of such a policy 
could be tremendous. Ac the very least, it would 
trigger a number of domestic and foreign trade con 
cerns. Foreign relations with countries engaged in 
active programs would be strained. Plutonium sepa 
rations and recycling programs like the Isaiah 
Project would be prohibited. Domestic breeder pro 
grams would be dead. Numerous major U.S. corpora 
tions, such as Bechtel Power Corp. and General 
Electric, and institutions such as Argonne ational 
Labs, would lose opportunities to make money 
under such a policy. 

Indeed, the DOE recognized the manner and effectiveness of imple 
menting such a plan as "clearly one of the key policy challenges of our 
time." But the State Department vehemently opposes any such policy 

By Robin Klein 

State Department Blocks Safe 
and Smart Plutonium Policy 

DOLLARS 
NON~NSE 

funding fer.an independent monitoring pro 
gram designed as the first step in under 
standing the impacts from all sources of pol 
lution in Cook Inlet. The monitoring program 
will ~e conducted by the Cook lolet Keeper, 

Greenpeace, Trustees for Alaska, and the a nonprofirorganization dedicated to pro- In J993, a bipartisan request from three con- 
Alaska Center for the Environment have tecting CoQ) Inlet and th-e Uves it sustains. gressional leaders prompted the National 
reached a settlement in litigation filed Trustees for Alaska brought the lawsuits on Research Council to study-scientific aspects 
against three oil companies operating in behalf of Greenpeace an~ ACE after obtain- of the Endangered Species Act. Its report, 
Cook Inlet, The environmental groups say ing t~ousands of pages 0j the companies' completed recenfly, recommends strengthen- 
that as a result of lawsuits filed against own ·monito_ring reports through the Freedom ing the Act. For example, it recommends that 
Unocal. Marathon, and Shell. the oil compa- of Information Act. The reports, filed with when a species is listed as endangered, a 
nies have agreed to pay nearly $900,000 for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, core amount of "survival habitat" be protect- 
water quality monitoring, data gathering, and revealed repeated disposals of toxic drilling ed as an emergency, stop-gap measure - 
citizen outreach projects in the Cook Inlet wastes and '.other pollutants in excess of the without reference to economic impact, as 

Some pro-"takings" advocates, however. region. The groups filed citizen suits against limits set by the companies' permit. current law provides. This survival habitat 
have dropped back. Weyerhaeuser has pub- the oil companies last February, citing hun- should be able to support either current pop- 

dreds of instances of illegal dumping at "Ten years ago these companies were hand- ulations or the population necessary to 
llcly anqounced Its neutrality. Boeing is d ·t k ·1 1· ll eight offshore platforms. The suits alleged e a perm, so wea · 1 was essen ta Y a ensure short-term survival for a period of 25 
reconsidering its stance and Murray Pacific license to pollute " says Ann Rothe direct r exceedances of the companies' Clean Water • • 0 to 50 years. Copies of the report. "Science has stated that it is not taking a public posi- of Tr ste s le Alaska "But th ld 't Act discharge permit, which is scheduled for u e r · ey cou n and the Endangered Species Act." are avail- 
tion and will no longer provide financial sup- even adhere to the permit's few resirietle s reissuance early next year. ' 1 1 n · able from the National Academy Press at 
port. Plum Creek, a timber cpmpany, was They repeatedly violated the permit, and . 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW, Washington, 
reconsidering its position, but has recently The com~~nies' ~ayment will b~ one of.the they have vi_~lated the public:s trust. This DC 20418. (2021 334-3313 or (BOO) 624_ • 
reconlirmed its commitment \with an $8,000 largest citizen suit settlements in the history settlement gives the companies an opportu- 6242 C t f th t . $45 00 i 
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T wisting weakly in the thick mud, 
a male sockeye struggled to 
make his way back to Cottage 

Creek. The fish swam beneath the par 
tially raised roots of a huge old cedar only 
to wind up in a tiny mud puddle. He had 
lost the genetic race. None of the sockeye 
had eaten since they left the ocean to 
make their way upstream. Their sole dri 
ve was to breed, and this male was now 
stuck in the mud. 

One of the men on the Sierra Club 
field trip waded into the black mud and 
tossed the struggling sockeye back into 
Cottage Creek. A brief discussion on the 
ethics of interfering with natural selec 
tion ensued, but ended when someone 
said: "We can't afford to lose a single one." 

Bear Creek, a tributary of Cottage 
Creek, had almost 50,000 sockeye swim 
up it last fall, making it the best run in 
over a decade. Yet sockeye and other 
salmon are losing ground across the 
Pacific Northwest. Sockeye, once found 
in almost 3 million acres, are now extinct 
in 60 percent of their original range. 

Though their numbers are dwin- 

first salmon was given its due, the rest of 
the Salmon People would return out of 
appreciation for the respect shown them. 

in the form of spawning salmon. Dozens 
of species in the Pacific Northwest, from 
eagles, shrews and coyotes to blacktail 
deer, feed on the annual return of the five 
species of salmon that occurs every 
August through January. Even in this 
affluent neighborhood of cedar shingled 
homes, urban wildlife such as raccoons 
and herons come to Cottage Creek to eat 
the salmon and scavenge their carcasses. 

The earliest white settlers used 
salmon as a subsistence food. By the mid 
! 9th century, however, salmon had 
become a commodity that could make or 
break personal fortunes. Entire industries 
were built around the annual return of 
the fish. Even today, salmon continue to 
shape the economic growth of the Pacific 
Northwest. 

'Tb indigenous cultures on both sides 
of the Pacific, though, salmon are both 
food and spirit. A common theme in 
Pacific Coast mythology concerns the 
Salmon People, supernatural heings who 
live in undersea villages. Every year, the 
Salmon People sacrifice themselves so 
that their land-brethren can have food for 
the year. Traditionally, Pacific Coast cul 
tures treated the first salmon caught as an 
honored guest, greeting it with sacramen 
tal songs, a special feast of its flesh and a 
ritual return of its bones to the sea. If the 

easily mistaken for a driveway, went from 
a two-lane road co the creek. Behind the 
neatly cut lawns and two-car garages, 
flowing alongside lichen-encrusted alders 
and salmonberry bushes, Cottage Creek 
was thick with pairs of mating sockeye, 

'nipping the tails of intruders to keep 
them from their precious redds, sites for 
their egg nests. 

Cutting through the din of Sunday 
in suburbia - barking dogs and pound 
ing hammers - were the sharp slapping 
sound of a female salmon lying flat 
against the creekbed, her crimson body 
arching out of the shallow water, tail 
thumping in determined flaps to carve a 
redd into the srrearnbed's gravel. Then 
she and her mate pressed close together, 
their tails quivering in rapid, intense 
bursts. The sockeyes' fins were worn, 
and their bodies were abraded with a 
white fungus chat heralded their 
impending death. 

Yet even in their dying, salmon are 
the great giver of life. Their death and 
decay restores nutrients that have 
drained off the land during the winter 
rains and washed out to sea; nutrients eat 
en hy plankton which in turn are eaten by 
larger organisms. Eventually the once 
land-locked nutrients travel through the 
food chain until they return to the forests 
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ne day, several 
years after com 
ing to Seattle, I 
looked up at the 
fiery red leaves 
of a vine maple 
and thought not 
of the brilliant 
fall colors of my 

old home in upstate New York, but rather 
that it was almost the Jewish New Year of 
Rosh Hashanah and soon the salmon 
would be hack. J no longer expected bit 
ter winds and snow storms that mark the 
segue of fall into winter back east. 

Here in my new home, the seasons 
were marked by rain and the return of the 
salmon -- or what remained of them -- en 
route to their ancestral stream beds. 

When I first arrived here, I had found 
it hard to live in a city after three years in 
a country cottage with a boulder-strewn 
creek flowing in my backyard and the 
green hillsides of the Catskill Mountains 
surrounding me. I longed for nature and 
the more r tried to find it in my new 
home, the more curious I became about 
the salmon. Like an old family ghost, the 
salmon were spoken of often but usually 
in the past tense. People talked of how 
many salmon they once caught and how 
big the fish once were. Like ghosts fading 
from memory, the salmon's return 
seemed to become more tenuous with 
each passing year. 

When I started my search for the 
salmon, I never imagined they were here 
with me in the city. Yet last fall, some 
5,000 wild sockeye salmon journeyed up 
a small creek as it flowed through the 
suburban community of Redmond, half 
an hour from Seattle and home to 
Microsoft, Inc, The sockeye's journey up 
Cottage Creek was part of an ancient and 
once great annual homecoming of salmon 
returning from the ocean to mate, lay 
their eggs, and die in the same creeks 
where they were born. 

I first saw Cottage Creek during a 
Sierra Club field trip. The small stream 
was filled with crimson sockeye gleaming 
in its clear water. An unmarked footpath, 

By Adrienne Ross 

Salmon 
Return 

to the 
City 

Essay 
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surrounded by Cottage Creek's fragile 
wildness, I realized that salmon, with 
their characteristic insistence, blurred 
that firm line humans like to draw 
between nature and the city. Now the 
city is their home and keeping them here 
will mean learning from their persis 
tence, their dedication to their ancestral 
lands, and their unswerving commitment 
to the next generation. 

Fish are strange creatures, quick and 
submerged from view, living beyond 
depths visible to my eyes. Watching the 
few remaining salmon in the creek, I had 
a greater appreciation for the complex dri 
ves that had kept them alive for so long 
and brought them to >,1 habitat we share. 
Their presence creates an enclave of 
wildness in the city, one found in few oth 
er places than the Pacific Northwest. At a 
time when contemporary culture encour 
ages a mass market's homogeneity, the 
sockeye in this tiny creek bring the 
Pacific Northwest's history and special 
nature back home to a region increasingly 
at risk of looking just like any place else. 

Where a few weekends ago the 
creek was filled with sockeye, tense and 
protective of their redds, there was now 
only one solitary pair. Their crimson 
scales shone in the darkening light as 
they undulating over each other's bodies. 
The female's rail snapped the creekbed 
as she dug the redd. They continued 
with their courtship, oblivious to the 
deaths around them, unconcerned with 
their own fare. • 

M ost people see salmon only at 
the end of their long and com 
plicated life cycle. The sockeye 

that hatched, later that winter stayed in 
Cottage Creek for only a short while, 
making their way quickly to nearby Lake 
Washington or Lake Sammamish. After 
rearing there for a year, the juvenile sock 
eye will make their way downstream. 
Once at sea, schools of sockeye will swim 
in a great spiral dance northward along 
the Pacific Coast, up to Alaska, then 
veering towards the Aleutians. Then the 
sockeye will tum again one day, chis time 
to return to a home they barely knew. 

Despite their brief sojourn here, 
Cottage Creek's sockeye know this area 
better than I do. The map I used to get 
here showed streets and city limits, not 
watersheds or rookeries. Another terrain 
is present underneath the industrial over 
lay, another set of haunts and routes, hid 
den yet co-existing alongside soccer 
fields and Pizza Huts. Habitat, after all, is 
never simply destroyed. It is recreated in 
ways that express our values and the lim 
its of our imagination. 

Twilight was falling when I returned 
to the creek several weeks later. The 
afternoon rains had scented the air with a 
thick aroma of fertile earth. Cutting 
through it was the smell of ripeness gone 
coo far, turning into something bitter and 
decaying. 

. ievenreen sockeye salmon carcasses 
lay belly up. twisted, some a fading pink, 
other· ~ill er, and still others with the 
. kin-, pulled back to expose cream-col 
ored Ile .h and vertebrae. Their bodies 
bubbled with algae. Their mouths agape 
were filled with fullen leaves. 

\ Chrrook was in the creek bed, so 

still chat I thought it was dead until I saw 
the faint movement of its jaw. A male 

sockeye undulated 
slowly through this 
maze of death. I 
couldn't help but 
wonder what, if any 
thing, it made of the 
dead bodies of its 
brethren. 

Yet Cottage 
Creek was filled with 
living fish; tiny eggs 
were gestating amid 
the streambed's oxy 
gen rich gravel; form 
ing, waiting in the 
creek's dark, rain 
swollen waters. 
Come spring, when 
they would hatch 
from their eggs as 
alevin, their yolk sacs 
swollen with nour 
ishment, there would 
be no sign of their 
parents, not even a 
skeleton picked 
clean and abandoned 
in the black mud. Yet 
their unknown par 
ents had bequeathed 
them a vast inheri- 
tance of generic wis 

dom to guide them through the creek to 
a' lake and then out to the sea, co school 
past the waiting jaws of Orcas and fur 
seals, and then to start their way home. 

Standing in the deepening twilight, 

cum means a loss of human wisdom and 
culture. 

"Here comes 
another family!" the 
young girl squealed. 
I looked at the 
water, expecting to 
see two sockeyes 
working their way 
upstream. Instead, 
another human fam 
ily, fuzzy in their 
blue Polartec jack 
ets, joined us at the 
footbridge. The 
father stood near his 
son and pointed out 
the humpbacked 
males from the 
females. 

"It's covered 
with ice!" cried his 
young son, pointing 
co a carcass in the 
mud. 

"It's not ice, it's 
mold. The fish are 
decomposing," the 
father said patiently, 
slowly stressing 
each syllable as he 
gave his son a new 
word. "De-com-po 
sing. The fish are 
dead. Their bodies are rotting away." 

"Look grandma, there's one with its 
eyes poked out," the girl yelled. She 
clenched her fists eight against her blue 
eyes. 

dling, salmon still possess their eerie 
genetic determination to return. Only 
now, wild salmon fight their way past 
estuaries clogged with factories and 
industrial ports. They try to swim up pol 
luted rivers and past hydroelectric dams 
to ascend streams damaged from 
clearcutting, grazing, or urban sprawl. 

Since the turn of the century, hatch 
eries have been the technological fix pro 
moted to replace wild runs destroyed 
whenever a dam was built, a stream was 
siphoned for irrigation, or fishing limits 
were raised. Hatchery salmon, though, 
have yet to restore populations to historic 
high, levels .. If anything, mounting evi 
dence suggests hatchery salmon are con 
tributing co the decline of wild runs. Yet 
the long-term viability of many hatchery 
runs depends on the influx of wild 
salmon genes. 

Wild salmon function as canaries in 
an aquatic mine in a way that hatchery 
fish cannot. Wild runs - even those 
found in a stream flowing beside a high 
way - reflect centuries of evolutionary 
adaptation to local waterways. During 
spawning, hatchery fish return to the 
hatcheries while wild fish return to their 
natal screams. Thus the number of wild 
salmon serve as a barometer of the health 
of regional waterways. 

I went back to Cottage Creek often, 
finding the salmon's presence in keeping 
with the season. Fall brought the Jewish 
New Year and High Holy Days, a time 
when last year's deeds were scrutinized 
and hopeful prayers said for the new year. 
Salmon, with their own joining of past 
and future, fit the season's character. 

One Sunday afternoon, I watched a 
young girl run up the paved crail to 
Cottage Creek's footbridge, pulling her 
grandmother in her wake. At the sound 
of footsteps, several sockeye quickly hid 
under the bridge. 

"Pew! Stinky!" she squealed, holding 
her nose at the smell of the carcasses 
muddying the stream banks. 

"What are those?" The girl pointed to 
two salmon, easily twice the size of the 
sockeye. Thrashing the water with strong 
bodies speckled with black dots, the fish 
displaced a sockeye from a shallow pool. 

The girl's grandmother, a plump 
woman in a pink running suit, sighed and 
looked away, saying, "I eat them but I 
don't know what they are." 

The fish were Chinook salmon, 
named "ryee" or "chief, the big fish" by 
the Chinook tribe. It's a familiar name in 
western Washington, appearing on hotel, 
restaurant and even convention center 
signs and even on the sides of boats. 
Tyee, weighing up to 100 pounds, once 
crowded the streams of this area. 

Wild salmon adapt to match their 
home streams, so that the size of the fish 
indicates the size of the river where it 
spawns. A fierce river such as the Elwha 
in Washington state acted as a mecha 
nism for natural selection, favoring 
Chinook of impressive size and ·uength. 
Cottage Creek', Chinook hare an estors 
which spawned in medium- iz d rivers 
and produced salmon of con iderable but 
not legendary size. A varierv of impedi 
ments, from dams to over fi ·hing. have 
re ulred in a decline both the range and 
numbers of Chinook salmon. In fact, 
both the fish and the meaning of the 
word are in danger of extinction, which in 
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showed no significant differ 
ence in sperm production 
based on boxer vs. jockey 
underwear. 

In fact, the more scien 
tists investigated the sperm 
crisis, the more it appeared to 
be caused by toxic chemicals. r 
Sperm are the most delicate / ,J 
cells in the male body. As a / .. 
result, exposures co low levels 
of toxic chemicals, which • 
might not harm hardier cells, 
can kill significant numbers of 
sperm. Over the lase decade, 
many clusters of temporary 
sterility have been document- 
ed in men occupationally 
exposed to large doses of toxic chemi 
cals. Many of these substances have 
become widely dispersed, albeit at much 
lower concentrations than those found in 
the planes where they are manufactured. 
Low levels of exposure may not cause 
coral sterility, but the sperm-count 
research strongly suggested chat toxic 
chemicals were hitting the general male 
population below the belt. 

The sperm crisis coincided with 
four ocher trends: unexpected increases 
in male inferrilicy, undescended testi 
cles, penile abnormalities, and testicular 
cancer. Caution must he taken when 
interpreting reports of increased male 
infertility. Until about 2S years ago, 
infertility was considered an exclusively 
gynecological problem. l\len were rarely 
examined, so male infertility went large 
ly undiagnosed. Bur starting in the mid- 
1970s, men were finally being included 
in infertility workups. Lo and behold, 
many were found to have extremely low 
sperm counts. This may have been the 
case all along, but to Dr. Dougherty and 
ochers, it reflected the general decline in 
sperm count. 

Meanwhile, according to fertility 
specialise Richard Sharpe, !\ I. D., of the 
British Medical Research Council's 
Reproductive Biology l 'nit in 
Edinburgh, Scotland, the incidence of 
undescended testicles "seems to have 
doubled or tripled" during the past .10 
years. Ac birth, the testicles arc not 
found in the scrotum, bur rather, in the 
lower abdomen. tinder normal circum 
stances, they descend by the rime boys 
become toddlers. l 'ndcsccndcd testicles 
cannot make sperm, and if they remain 
undescended into puberty, the young 
male faces an increased risk of testicular 
cancer. l · ndcsccndcd testicles can be 
coaxed into the scrotum surgically, but 
Dr. Sharpe say the condition \ rising 
incidence adds to the general perception 

Dougherty's findings triggered a 
flurry of sperm-count studies, which pro 
duced results all over the map. Some 
showed average counts in the low 55 to 
75 million range, but several showed 
counts well above 100 million. Except 
among men "occupationally" exposed to 
high levels of toxic chemicals, pesticide 
workers, for example, no one found 
semen loaded with pollutants. The envi 
ronmental perspective on the 'sperm cri 
sis garnered some press, but most scien 
tists favored the view that changes in 
sperm-counting techniques probably 
accounted for the reported decline. 
Dougherty hoped to answer his critics, 
but the federal agency that had funded 
him was axed coincidentally by the 
Reagan administration, a friend of the 
chemical industry. After a few headlines, 
the sperm crisis quickly became yester 
day's news. 

Bue quietly, sperm-count studies 
continued around the world - more 
than 20 since 1984. In 1992, the presti 
gious British l\lcdical Journal published 
a Danish analysis of the 61 best studies 
from 1938 co 1990. The result: Men's 
average sperm count has declined 42 
percent, from 113 million to 66 million. 

The researchers, statisticians at the 
University of Copenhagen, cook great 
pains to eliminate the effects of any 
changes in counting techniques. They 
excluded studies that relied on comput 
erized counting, introduced during the 
1980s, and stuck to the studies chat had 
used the classic counting techniques. To 
eliminate the possibility of changes in 
sexual activity, they included only chose 
papers whose subjects had abstained 
from ejaculation for three days prior co 
submitting their samples. And they ana 
lyzed nor only the averages presented in 
the 61 papers, but also the ranges of 
sperm counts obtained, a statistical tech 
nique chat yields a more persuasive 
analysis. Their conclusion: "There has 
been a genuine decline [in sperm count] 
over the past SO years. Sperm density 
has decreased appreciably. Such a 
remarkable change over a relatively shore 
period is probably due co environmental 
factors. [What they are I remains to be 
determined." 

Critics immediately raised the 
underwear argument, speculating that 
jockey shores were killing heat-sensitive 
sperm. Unusual heating of the scrotum, 
for example, extended soaking in hot 
tubs, can, indeed, kill significant num 
bers of sperm, and men intent on father 
hood are gem:rally advised to avoid hot 
baths. But a study by New York ( :icy 
urologist Adrian Zorgniotti, :\I.D., 

~: 

By Michael Castleman 

THE SPERM CRISIS first came to light about 20 years ago as the kind 
of light-hearted filler material that rounds out the evening news. Researchers 
compared sperm-counts studies from the 1930s with similar studies from the 
1970s. They discovered that worldwide, men's average sperm.count had declined 
by about 40 percent, from 120 million sperm cells per milliliter of semen to about 
70 million. 
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CONTINUEO ON PAGE 12 

Science rends to be parochial. 
Researchers in one specialty often don't 
keep up with what's going on in other 
areas of research. While urologists anti 
fertility specialists were wondering what 
was causing plummeting sperm counts 
anti ocher reproductive problems in men, 
zoologists were making some startling 

BEYOND TOXICS: 
~',,!~~~ 

carcinogen, scientists have recognized 
the sperm, the testicles, and the entire 
mule reproductive system as being 
super-sensitive co toxic chemicals. 
Something seemed to be poisoning the 
mule reproductive tract, anti the evi 
dence pointed to toxic chemicals. 

has made the disease among the most 
prevalent cancers in young men. 

Coincidences? Perhaps. Bue ever 
since 1775, when Percival Pott, one of 
the founders of epidemiology, discov 
ered an unexpectedly high rate of scrotal 
cancer in British chimney sweeps, anti 
identified soot us the first environmental 

recent years. 
Finally, the rare of testicular cancer 

has risen drumutically, According co the 
National Cancer Institute, during the 19 
years from 197.1 to 199 I, the nation's res 
ricular cancer rate soared 42 percent. 
'I esticular cancer typically strikes men 
under ZS. Its recent increased incidence 

of increasing abnormalities in the mule 
reproductive syscem. 

Dr. Sharpe also notes an increasing 
incidence of penile abnormalities over 
the past few decades, particularly unusu 
ally small organs that have a distinctly 
female appearance, as though they were 
not penises at all, but rather, large di 
torises. This condition can also be cor 
rected surgically, and Dr. Sharpe says 
he's been seeing more and more cases in 

' PENILE ABNORMALITIES, AND TESTICULAR CANCER. 

At the time, scientists had no idea why 
sperm counts might be declining. But 
there was no shortage of speculation. 
Counting techniques might have 
changed over 45 years. Or perhaps men 
had become more sexually active, leav 
ing men with depleted reserves. Or 
maybe underwear was the culprit. 
Underwear? Yes: Sperm are heat sensi 
tive and do not survive well at normal 
body temperature. That's why the scro 
tum hangs outside the body - to keep 
sperm cool. But since the early sperm 
count studies, tight-fitting jockey shorts 
have become more popular. They hold 
the scrotum unnaturally close to the 
body, possibly warming the testicles 
enough to reduce sperm counts. The 
reason for the sperm decline was a mys 
tery, the TV news anchors intoned, but 
consider buying some boxers ... and stay 
tuned for sports and weather. 

But the levity surrounding the 
decrease in sperm counts took an omi 
nous turn in 1979, when Ralph C. 
Dougherty, Ph.D., a professor of chem 
istry at Florida State lJ niversiry in 
Tallahassee, stumbled across unusually 
low sperm counts in young men attend 
ing FSU and traced the problem to cont 
amination of their semen with toxic 
industrial chemicals: PCBs, pen 
rachlorophenol, hexachlorobenzene, and 
the 001' breakdown produces DOE 
and DDMU. His conclusion: toxic 
chemicals were to blame for the 
observed decline in sperm counts, and 
might have something co do with 
increases in male infertility, testicular 
cancer, and genital abnormalities. 

THE SPERM CRISIS COINCIDED WITH FOUR OTHER TRENDS: UNEXPECTED 

INCREASES IN MALE INFERTILITY, UNDESCENDED TESTICLES, 
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• EARLY MENARCHE (FIRST MEN 
STRUAL PERIOD) AND LATE 

Environmental di persion of xenoe 
scrogens might al o explain the rising 
incidence of breast cancer. Breast cancer 
strikes 182,000 American women a year 
and kills more than 46,000 annually. For 
the last SO years, the breast cancer rate 
has been rising steadily almost every 
where in the industrialized world. l• rom 
1973 to 1991 (the most recent year for 
which complete statistics are available), 
the U.S. breast cancer rate rose 24 per 
cent. During the 1950s, American 
woman had about one chance in 20 of 
developing breast cancer at some point 
in life, Today, the risk is about one in 
eight, Enormous conrrover y urrounds 
the cau e( } of breast cancer. but experts 
agree chac expo ure to esrrogen I a ri k 
f ctor, E uogen is a well-known promot 
e; of brea t rumors, and anything char 
increa e a woman's exposure increa e 
her n ·: 

NOT JUST MALES: 

~-L 

sex hormones in clever disguises. 
The sexuality of humans and all 

mammals is a balancing ace involving 
the male sex hormones, androgens, and 
the female sex hormones, including 
estrogen. Men and women produce 
both types of hormones. Women pro 
duce more estrogen, men, more andro 
gens. If the balance shifts, and women 
produce, or are environmentally 
exposed to, extra androgens, they 
become more male. Their voices deep 
en and they grow facial hair. If men pro 
duce, or are environmentally exposed to, 

extra estrogen, they become 
more female. The feminiza 
tion effect of excess estrogen 
became dramatically apparent 
30 years ago in a pharmaceu 
tical laboratory that produced 

one of the first estrogen-based birth 
control pills. Before safety measures 
were introduced to limit men's exposure 
co the female sex hormone, several of 
the men developed female breasts. 

Was it possible that environmentally 
dispersed xenoescrogens were rurning 
male fish, alligators, and panthers into 
females? Could xenoesrrogens be the 
cause of the sperm crisis and other 
men's reproductive abnormalities? 
Within the past decade, a small number 
of scientists began saying that this was 
the case, among them Dr. Colburn; 
Devra Lee Davis, Ph.D., a senior expert 
advisor to the Assistant Secretary for 
Health in the federal Department of 
Health and Human Services; Mary 
Wolff, M.D., an associate professor of 
environmental and occupational medi 
cine at the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine 
in New York; and Ana Soto, Ph.D., an 
associate professor of anatomy and cellu 
lar biology at Tufts University. Together 
they theorize that the planet has been 
bathed in enough xenoestrogens to tip 
the delicate sex hormone balance 
toward the female side. They believe 
disguised estrogens are hormonally dis 
rupting reproduction, and lie at the 
heart of all the strange things that have 
been happening co human and animal 
reproduction. 

suffered a major spill of a pesticide simi 
lar to DDT. That chemical breaks down 
into ODE, one of the compounds Ralph 
Dougherty discovered in the semen of 
Florida college men. The same chemi 
cal. The same animal and human abnor 
malities. The situation looked too simi 
lar to be a coincidence. Ironically, 
Florida naturalists discovered something 
else in the male alligators and panthers 
- unusually high levels of the female 
sex hormone, estrogen. Levels found in 
the Lake Apopka animals were close to 
the high levels produced by females. 

Similar mysterious findings began 
cropping up elsewhere. In Britain, natu 
ralists noticed that the gender ratio of 
fish populations seemed to be changing, 
with an unusually large number of 
females and an unexpected shortage of 
males. In the Great Lakes, fish repro 
duction cycles have been thrown seri 
ously off kilter, with many males unable 
to produce sperm. Meanwhile many of 
the male birds who eat Great Lakes fish 
have undergone unheard of gender 
transformations. They have become her 
maphrodites with both male and female 
reproductive organs. All the affected 
wildlife habitats - central Florida, the 
Great Lakes, and the British watersheds 
- drained industrial and agricultural 
lands that, over the years, have been 
contaminated with pesticides and other 
toxic chemicals. But these chemicals 
turn out to be more than simply toxic. 
They are also "estrogenic," or effects 
similar to the female sex hormone, 
estrogen. But they are not chemical rela 
tives of the hormone itself. They are 
estrogen mimics, or foreign estrogens, 
known scientifically as "xenoestrogens." 

Chemicals affect the body based on 
their molecular structures. They bind to 
specific receptor sites in cells in lock 
and-kcy fashion. Biochemists had a rule 
of thumb: To have similar effects, chem 
icals must have similar structures; other 
wise they don't fit into the same recep 
tors. Now biochemists know better. 

When xenoestrogens were first 
introduced after World War II as part of 
the chemical revolution that gave us 
plastics, agricultural chemical . and indi 
rectly, many of the household items we 
now take for granted, no one u peered 
chat these chemicals might have estro 
genie effects. Their chemical tructures 
looked nothing like estrogen'. Bueche 
xenoesrrogens turn out to be exceptions 
co this rule. Chemically, the, look noth 
ing like estrogen, but they I have 
estrogenic effects. They art 111 effect, 

miniature, malformed or missing penises. 
Further investigation showed that 

the male panthers around Lake Apopka, 
who often dined on the region's alliga 
tors, had also developed strange repro 
ductive problems: reduced sperm 
counts, higher rates of infertility, and 
undescended testicles. "There isn't a 
male panther in Florida we've found 
recently with normally descended testi 
cles," says Theo Colburn, Ph.D., a 
senior scientists with the World Wildlife 
Fund in Washington, D.C. 

About a decade ago, Lake Apopka 
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Many occupations. especially agriq.1 
plastics. and the chemical industry expose workers to.xenoJstt 
gens. If you'd like to know about the estrogenic activity ofany c. 
ical where you work. call the environmental branch of your stat 
health department. or the federal Agency for Toxic Substances 
Disease Registry. a division of the Centers for Disease Contr~l,,~nd 
Prevention in Atlanta (404) 639-0501 

CHECK YOUR WORKSITE 

whenever possible. 

BEWARE OF PLASTIC 

No matter whether you drink tap 
filtered water. have it tested for heavy metals. orga.nlc: 
pesticides and other estrogenic pollutants. The Natio , 
Laboratory tests water for 93 pollutants. including he 
organic solvents. pesticides. and other toxic chemiea 
$150. Contact National Testing Laboratory. 6555 Wil~Q 
Cleveland. OH. 44143. 

CHECK YOUR WATER 

Among the most estrogenic corn 
mon pesticides that leave residues on frui~ 
about pesticide residues has prompted many 
cemed Americans to buy organic produce. Tha 
produce is not available everywhere. It's often qui 
sometimes it is not as pesticide-free as farme;;·. 
claim. 

While produce can be a source of pesticide e 
Americans ingest the vast majority of their pestle 
and dairy products. Estrogenic pesticides are fat, 
farm animals eat feed contaminated by traces <>! 
chemicals get stores in the animals' fat tissuesxi 
milk-producing tissue. As the animals eat feed9 
concentrations of pesticides stored in their fat an 
levels. When people eat meat. especially fatty me 
hamburger. and prime rib. or dairy products other;t 
variety. they ingest all the pesticides stored in .the a 
amount much larger than what people would irige~t 

. ·\ti':':': 
even nonorganic fruits and vegetables for meat and:d, 
your exposure to xenoestrogens. eat vegetarian. pref 
A vegan diet is also low in fat. which helps prever1t:bef 

EAT VEGETARIAN 

Clearly. all chemicals in general use should be tested to'f 
most estrogenic should be phased out quickly. with the qt 
closely behind. But with a Republican strangle-hold on Coh 
your breath. At the same time. don't throw up your ~an 
a good deal individuals can do to limit their exposure Jo, 

By Michael Castleman 

an unexpected decline in the alligator 
population. These tough reptiles have 
survived hundreds of millions of years, 
and were once so common in the Lake 
Apopka area that they were considered 
pests. At first, locals welcomed the 
decline in the alligator population, but 
after a while, some became concerned. 
Naturalises investigated and discovered 
something astonishing - an unusually 
large number of male alligators with 

discoveries about wildlife, and women's 
health specialists were gaining new 
insights into contributors to breast can 
cer. Eventually, all their work coalesced 
- and revealed an insidious and pro 
foundly important new understanding of 
the chemical threat to life on earth. 

In the early 1980s, farmers and fish 
ermen around Lake Apopka, in central 
Florida near Orlando, told local fish and 
game officials that they were witnessing 
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estrogenic activity 
so we can at least know what we're 
dealing with. Representatives of 
Greenpeace and a coalition of breast 
cancer advocacy groups went further. 
They asked for an immediate ban on 
highly estrogenic organochlorine 
compounds (J>CBs, and the remain 
ing members of the DDT family chat 
have not already been banned), and a 
rapid phase-out of all xenoescrogens. 

ot surprisingly, the chemical indus 
try has called such suggestions 
alarmist, saying their produces arc not 
to blame for the breast cancer epi 
demic, the sperm crisis, and the fem 
inization of wildlife. 

'fo date the government has tak- 
en no action. • 

phenol had been linked to testicular 
abnormalities and decreases in sperm 
count. It had also been implicated in 
the feminization of fish. Nonyl phe 
nol had apparently leeched out of 
Soto's plastic containers and had a 
tumor-boosting estrogenic effect on 
her breast cancer cell cultures. 

The implications of Soto's dis 
covery are frightening. Xenoestrogcns 
seem to be everywhere, insidiously 
disrupting the world's balance of sex 
hormones. British researcher Richard 
Sharpe says the wide dispersal of 
xenoestrogens is having an impact as 
profound "as though we'd sprayed the 
earth with low levels of nerve gas for 
40 years." 

In October 1993, a congres sional 
subcommittee heard testimony from 
several of the scientists mentioned in 
this article, about the hazards envi 
ronmental xenoestrogens pose. Dr. 
Davis suggested chat the government 
require all agricultural and 
industrial 

Tufts cell biologist Anna Soto was 
working with test-tube samples of breast 
tumor cells when she noticed something 
unexpected: They were growing quite 
rapidly, as though stimulated by estro 
gen. Bue she and her coworkers had not 
exposed any of the cell cultures to the 
hormone. Assuming that their lab had 
some mysterious source of estrogen cont 
amination, they scoured the place from 
top to bottom, and found nothing. 
Finally, their suspicions came. co rest on 
the plastic containers in which their cell 
cultures were housed. Sow contacted rhe 
manufacturer and asked for a list of the 
chemicals used in making the plastic. 

Among chem was nonyl phenol, a 
nearly ubiquitous compound used in all 
sores of plastics, detergents and ocher 
products. Soto consulted the scientific 
literature. In studies involving rats, nonyl 

XENOESTROGENS 
EVERYWHERE 

authors, Dr. Wolff, subsequently ana 
lyzed archived blood specimens taken 
from more than 14,000 healthy women 
beginning in 1985. Samples from the 58 
women later diagnosed with breast can 
cer were compared with blood samples 
from 171 similar women who remained 
cancer-free. Those with cancer showed 
significantly higher blood levels of DOE 
and PCBs. Compared with women 
showing the least blood contamination, 
women with the most had four times the 
breast cancer risk. A subsequent study 
of several thousand women enrolled in 
the Kaiser-Permanente HMO in 
Northern California failed to turn up a 
significant xenoesrrogen-breast cancer 
link. But the same scientists who charge 
xenoestrogens with causing the sperm 
crisis, wildlife reproductive problems, 
and human breast cancer, say they are 
increasingly convinced that estrogenic 
chemicals play a key role in all these 
effects. 

J f these researchers are correct, 
then eliminating xenoestrogen exposure 
should be followed by a reduction in 
the problems the chemicals have been 
accused of causing. That's exactly what 
happened in one study of breast cancer 
in Israel. During the 1960s and 1970s, 
the Israeli breast cancer rate rose in 
lockstep with increases in the 
U.S. and Europe. Then scandal 
struck. Extraordinarily large 
amounts of three estrogenic 
pesticides - 001~ alpha 
benzene hexachloride 
(BHC), and gamma-ben 
zene hexachloride (Jin 
dane) - turned up in 
Israeli cow's milk and 
Israeli women's breast 
milk. The three pesti 
cides had been used 
heavily in cow sheds, 
and had contaminated 
dairy products. 
Subsequent public out 
cry resulted in Israel 
banning these pesticides, 
and within two years, 
milk contamination from 
DDT, BHC, and lindane 
had dropped precipitously. 
Israel's breast-cancer death 
rate began declining shortly 
afterward. 

Falck's study set off a quiet flurry of 
scientific activity. One of Falck's co- 

• HIGH-FAT DIET. Dietary fats 
increase estrogen levels. Many stud 
ies have linked high-fat diet to an 
increased risk of breast cancer. Some 
highly publicized studies have also 
disputed the connection, but they 
have mistakenly labeled a high-fat 
diet as low in fat. The typical 
American consumes almost 40 per 
cent of daily calories as fat. Many 
health authorities recommend a low 
fat diet limiting fat intake to no more 
than 30 percent of daily calories. 
Though there appears to be no dif 
ference in breast cancer incidence 
between women who eat a standard 
American diet and one who limits fat 
to 30 percent of daily calories, it 
should also be considered that a 30- 
percenc fat diet is not particularly low 
in fat. To get breast-cancer protective 
benefits, fat consumption must be 
limited to no more than 20 percent 
of daily calories, preferably fewer. 

• FINALLY, ALCOHOL HAS AN 
ESTROGENIC EFFECT. Several 
studies have associated even modest 
drinking - as little as a few glasses 
of wine a week - with an increased 
risk of breast cancer. As long as 30 
years ago, researchers discovered that 
PCBs, DOT, and ocher estrogenic 
chemicals could induce mammary 
tumors in laboratory animals, a red 
flag suggesting they might do the 
same in women. About 18 years ago, 
scientists discovered that human 
breast tumors contain higher levels 
of these toxic chemicals than sur 
rounding cancer-free breast tissue. 
Then in 1992, Frank Falck, M.0., 
Ph.D., an assistant clinical professor 
in the department of surgery at the 
University of Connecticut School of 
Medicine in Farmington, analyzed 
tissue samples from 50 consecutive 
women who had biopsies of suspi 
cious breast lumps. Compared with 
lumps judged benign, chose with 
cancer showed much higher levels of 
PCBs, 001~ and ODE. 

MENOPAUSE. These increase the 
number of menstrual periods a 
woman has - and her exposure to 
the cyclic increases in estrogen secre 
tion they bring. 

• CHILDLESSNESS OR LATE 
CHILD-BEARING. Women do not 
have menstrual periods while preg 
nant, so these also increase lifetime's 
number of periods and exposure to 
estrogen, especially during a 
woman's late teens and twenties, 
when breast tissue is particularly sen 
sitive to estrogen. 

• ESTROGEN-BASED BIRTH 
CONTROL PILLS AND POST 
MENOPAUSAL HORMONE 
REPLACEMENT THERAPY (HRT). 
These also increase blood levels of 
estrogen. Their role in breast cancer 
is highly controversial, with some 
studies showing that they are linked 
to increased risk, while others show 
no association. But the weight of the 
evidence now suggests that both the 
Pill and H RT increase risk of breast 
cancer. 



company into a main 
stream fabric supplier. In the last year, 
Organik has racked up orders for fleece 
sweatshirts from the' likes of The Gap, 
JC Penny's, ordstrorn's, Fila, L.L. 
Bean and Land's End. The Organik for 
mula seems to push all the right buttons: 
its sweatshirts don't shrink, they're envi 
ronmentally friendly and they cost less 
than similar ones made by Champion, a 
competitor. 

What consumers may not fully 
appreciate, however, is that one of the 
most extraordinary aspects to Organik is 
that the company developed its process 
before its product and not, as is more 
common, vise versa. When it comes to 
environmental process-control technolo 
gies, this is the exception to the rule. 
Most manufacturers worry about produc 
ing and selling their wares first and wor 
ry about reducing pollution last- usual 
lyonly after sanctions from environmen 
tal regulators. 

Organik started with a technology 
that would retain the natural qualities of 
cotton without harming rhe environ 
ment, then decided to use make a prod 
uct notorious for shrinkage under con 
ventional production methods: cotton 
sweats. It was a case in which the prod 
uct seemed perfect for the process tech 
nology, and not the other way around. 

In a similar vein, the company 
announced plans last summer to market 
an environmentally-safe latex pigment 
dye technology chat can have multiple 
appl ications, from coloring cotton to 
wool and blends. That should another 
industry hit, given that the latex dyes 
fade over time, a popular feature among 
consumers. Again, the environmentally 
safe dyeing technology proceeded its 
application to a specific process. In an 
industry obsessed with using chemicals 
to condition fabric , such thinking sets 
Organik apart. 

Now if they'd only make boxers that 
don't ride up. • 

fiber's natural characteristics, specifically 
the "memory" of cellulose fiber in the 
plant. The result is a sweatshirt that 
doesn't shrink and "remembers" its 
shapes - which means that when you 
push your sleeves over your elbows, 
they'll stay up, even after years of abuse 
and washing. 

"When you're in the field and you 
have a cotton ball and it rains, the cotton 
doesn't get shorter," McNulty explains. 
"It's not natural for it shrink. It shrinks 
because what man does to it is unnatur 
al. We try to handle it in a way that leaves 

it in its natural state, so 
it's not treated and 
stretched and fixed with 
fixing resin. The 
absorbancy goes up, the 
look and feel and softness 
go up, and the resiliency 
goes up." 

Those factors have 
caught the attention of 
several high-rolling retail 
ers that could turn the 

I s your underwear unclean? Thar is, 
are there poisons in your pants? 
Chemicals in your camisole? 
If your skivvies are cotton, chances 

are chat you 're the last of many handlers 
to subject them co chemical abuse. To 
get from the bulb co your buns, the vast 
majority of cotton produces - under 
wear and outerwear alike - is put 
through an elaborate and toxic regimen 
of chemical processing. For starters, cot 
ton plants are inoculated with more pes 
ticides than any other crop in the U.S. At 
the textile factories that turn the crop 
into clothing, cotton is 
treated with resins, chlo 
rine bleaches and 
formaldehyde in order to 
keep it from shrinking 
and to make it easier to 
sew and mass produce. 
And in the case of prod 
ucts like "pre-faded" 
jeans, the fabric is sub 
jected to yet another 
onslaught of chemical 
conditioning. 

So when it comes to buying cotton 
clothing, shrinkage could be the least of 
your worries - not just because cotton 
mills create hazardous waste, but because 
you might actually take some of it home 
with you from the store. Although there 
appears to be little scientific data tracing 
toxic residue in cotton garments, it's com 
mon knowledge in the textile industry 
that cotton products can leave the shelves 
laden with formaldehyde, a flammable 
carcinogen and eye and skin irritant that's 
been blamed for causing rashes in new 
garments. 

Does this mean you should switch 
to polyester? 

Pray don't, gentle consumer, get 
your pants in a knot. The technology for 
an alternative to those tainted dainties is 
right here in Cascadia. 

A Tacoma, Wash., company called 
Organik 'Technologies is wedging (is that 
wedgying?) its way into the $10 billion 
fleece sweatshirt market with a revolu 
tionary proprietary technology chat cre 
ates rugged, fully non-shrink cotton gar 
ments without using toxic chemicals. 
Organik, which began manufacturing 
cotton fabric in 1991, does not market 
underwear at the moment. However, if 
the company continues its explosive rate 
of growth - in the first four months of 
fiscal year 1995 it surpassed its earnings 
for all of 1994 - that could change. 

"[Cotton) goes through a lot of 
processes to take out its supposed nega 
tive features - to impart more softness, 
to make it more like nylon," a s Organik 
CEO John McNulty. "What [conven 
tional manufacturers] have done is twist 
ed, turned and treated cotton to get it 
into certain specifications. The end 
result is product that's nor consumer 
friendly in terms of care because of 
excessive shrinkage and wear. And it's 
not environmentally friendly. either." 

McN ulty won't divulge nhe secret of 
Organik's cotton fiber proce-sing, except 
to say that it focuses on retaning cotton 

By G.B. Veerman 

more pesticides 
than any other crop 

in the U.S. 

inoculated with 
Cotton plants are 
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Laying Waste to Dirty Clothes 

est Coast has a substantial surplus of electricity, a 
t from the Northwest Power Planning Council says. 

p :;a'itlaiq\J:il¥;!!~l,j}!,,S,.~~e of the issues the council is inves- 
tig ng as it completf~!aiiijrtew>powe,:.1;;; the region. A 
draft is due this fall, and final 
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Thomas \lacosec 
No11h Be11rl, Oregon 

concern regarding any policy issues. 
Since Congress only has "plenary 

authority" over the tribes of the .S., 
rate and local control of these lands 

will be Jess than at present as a nation 
al forest. 

The true heart of all problem 
regarding the potential tribal control of 
the e lands is the dubiou quasi-sover 
eign nation staru afforded co tribes in 
the nited Scares. The anachroni tic 
and nebulous policy of recognizing 
nations within our nation will continue 
co generate problems if not reformed 
or abolished. \Ve can not undo the 
wrong of the pa t with additional 
wrongs in the pre ent. 

By Kathie Durbin 

GROUND 
TRUTH ING 

None of the requested land wa 
ever occupied by these tribes before 
U.S. jurisdiction. The Confederated 
Tribes' lack of compensation for abo 
riginal lands is a complex matter chat 
has been ruled on by the courts, and 
should not be properly considered jus 
tification for these lands being given to 
them. 

Numerous studies have shown the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, which would 
oversee these lands in trust for che 
tribes, co be perhaps the most ineffi 
cient and corrupt federal agenc . It is 
largely staffed by members of the 
tribes it administers, analogou. to per 
mitting foreign nationals the manage 
ment of the State Department. BIA 
stewardship is likely to be far worse 
chan char of the Forest Service with 
fewer avenues for public input and 

With its access co the courts and administrative 
remedies cut off by Congress, these are des 
perate times. Without real political muscle, 

Kerr says, environmentalists can expect to be ignored 
by both parties in the critical election year ahead. "The 
world has fundamentally changed. Our modus operan 
di muse change if we are co be effective." For too long, 
Kerr says, the Democratic Party has taken the environ 
mental vote for granted. In that regard, President 
Clinton's reversal of his promise co veto the Rescissions 
Act salvage rider, though his advisors warned ir would 
cost him support in the environmental community, was 
a wake-up call. ONRC Action will be bipartisan. It will 
court moderate Republicans· as well as green 
Democrats, and Kerr said it may even endorse 
Republican orma Paulus for Oregon's vacant seat in 
the .S. Senate if she makes it past the Dec. 5 primary. 
As a rate legislator, Paulus had a near-perfect voting 
record on the environment, according to the Oregon 
League of Conservation Voters. Besides, says Kerr, 
"there's some poetic justice in sending a woman back to 
Washington to replace Bob Packwood." 

In terms of campaign contributions, it's unlikely 
Northwest environmental PACs will ever come close to 
matching the largesse of the timber, livestock, farm and 
utility industries. In Oregon alone, extractive industries 
contributed nearly $2 million co state legislative candi 
dates in the 1994 election, according co the Western 
Stare Center. In contrast, the Sierra Club and LCV, 
until now Oregon's only environmental PACs, pungled 
up a mere $46,000. "We need 100 of those kinds of 
PACs," says Steve Marsden, director of the Siskiyou 
Regional Education Project. "It's not going to the heart 
of the issue, which is corporate control of the govern 
ment." 

1oney aside, Kerr believes an endorsement from 
O RC Action will be an asset co candidates who go 
looking for votes among the majority of Oregonians 
who support environmental protection. In order co win 
O RC ction's endorsement, candidates for both state 
and national office will have co pledge never co weaken 
environmental laws or support appropriations riders 
that limit the public's access to the courts. 

"Our goal is to rebuild an environmental majority in 
the Oregon Legislature and in Congre s," Kerr says."In 
Oregon, ic makes more difference who our senator i 
than v ho our president is." 

The 575 members of the 
Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower 
llmpqua and Siuslaw wane to be given 
the Powers Ranger District of the 
Siskiyou National Forest. They have 
launched a public relations campaign 
co cake over the 140,000 acres of public 
land. Press releases and oral statements 
relate the tribes' history and legal sta 
tus through partial truths and distorted 
information, which is understandable 
given how much they stand to gain. 
The following facts are not usually pre 
sented in the tribes' propaganda. 

Unjustifiable land grabs by our two 
local tribes are major issues which 
should be noted by you and con 
demned by environmentalists. 

To the editor: 

zarion to engage in the rough-and-tumble of electoral 
policies. ONRC Action will forego the tax-exempt sta 
tus the old ONRC (now the ORNC Fund) enjoyed. In 
exchange, ONRC Action will be free co endorse and 
oppose political candidates and ballot measures, set up 
a political action committee, and conduct unrestricted 
lobbying. Executive Director Andy Kerr says public 
education and outreach, the traditional roles of tax 
exempc environmental organizations, are not equal co 
the political challenges the movement faces in 1995. 

Without real political muscle, 
Kerr says, environmentalists 

can expect to be ignored 
by both parties in the critical 

election year ahead. 11The 
world has fundamentally 

changed. Our modus operandi 
must change if we are to be 

effective." 

listings. And the Forest Service is moving ahead with a 
plan co salvage 4 billion board feet of timber from the 
national forests by 1997 -- a target set not by the infa 
mous salvage rider President Clinton signed last sum 
mer, by the way, but by the Forest Service itself. 

How to make politicians pay a price for voting 
against the environment? Ac the beginning of October, 
the Oregon Natural Resources Council cook an impor 
tant step in that direction when it created a new organi- 

Margaret Conradsen 
Napa, C({/ifomia 

This law permits absolutely no 
c interference by environmentalists in = c the clearcutrers' plans co destroy what 
~ are presently called our forests. There cl is no way co stay the destruction for 
If) environmental reasons until next year's 
g:: election of candidates pledged co 

repeal the law. 
I... 
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Bill C/i111011 s a pamby namby 
So flimsy, so ve,y flim flamby 
So eager to please, 
Thal he gave all our trees, 

OD To the timber salvage scamby . .... 
::& .:: 

To the editor: 

Here inside the Beltway, where the reality of 
orthwest forest activists huddled against the cold to 

protest logging ac Warner Creek and Sugarloaf seems as 
distant as che lacesc shelling of civilians in Bosnia, 
embattled environmental lobbyists have had few rea 
sons to smile lately. But perhaps chis revelation chat 
House Republicans now realize they might pay a price 
at the polls for pursuing an extremist anti- environmen 
tal agenda will bring a faint smirk to their lips. 

There are other signs that the pendulum may have 
swung as far as it's going to: House Speaker Newt 
Gingrich has told Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, that his 
Endangered Species Act-gutting reauthorization bill is 
unacceptable and he won't be allowed to bring it co the 
House floor. The Senate version, sponsored by Sen. 
Slade Gorton, R-Washington, has garnered only 12 co 
sponsors. And at an Oct. 19 meeting of a Senate Energy 
and Natural Resources subcommittee meeting, Sen. 
Craig Thomas, R-Wyoming, complained bitterly co 
Kacy lcGincy, who heads President Clinton's Council 
on Environmental Quality, about Vice President Al 
Gore's recent remark chat the Republicans are conduct 
ing a "jihad against the environment." 

Bue the environmental movement would be fool 
ish to put coo much faith in these stirrings of political 
discomfort wizh the anti-green message emanating 
from Congress. The pendulum may not swing back 
soon enough co prevent serious damage co the nation's 
wild lands, rivers, fish and wildlife. The Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge is still up for grabs in the House 
Budget Reconciliation Bill. The House-Senate 
Conference Committee's Interior Appropriations Bill 
continues a moratorium on new endangered species 

WASHINGTON -- The House Republican 
Conference has offered some advice to GOP 
lawmakers who find their constituents back 

home don't approve of the congressional assault on the 
nation's environmental laws: Plant a tree. Help clean up 
a local park or beach. Establish a local conservation 
award. But whatever they do, advises the internal 
memo leaked co the Washingcon Post, lawmakers seek 
ing co rehabilitate their environmental image should 
make sure the local news media are there to record it - 
- and they should do it soon: "ln order to build credibil 
ity, you must engage chis agenda before your opponents 
can label your efforts 'craven, election-year gimmicks.' 
II 

Making Politicians PaY. the Price 
for Voting Against the Environment 
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• Thanks to the Clean Air Act 
amendments passed in 1990, 
automobile emissions are 
greatly reduced, making air 
safer in many localities. If 
you're driving a venerable old 
buggy, are you making the air 
worse? Not necessarily. 
According to a road test of 
almost 60,000 vehicles near 
Los Angeles. car maintenance 
is much more important than 
the age of the car (Berkeley 
Wellness Letter, 11/95). 

'iMo.re than $540 billion has. 
been spent on water pollution 
controls since the passage of 
the Clean Water Act in 1972. 

"Despite this, in 1992. approxi- 
matelt44 percent of US river 
miles tested still did not fully 

· support uses designated by 
the states. (Environmental 
Science and Technology 9/95) 
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•Tre:e climHing enthusrasts are 
''damaging:some of our largest 

•... ,and oldest trees. including 
:,DQ!.tgl~~ f~r.gi~nt redwoods 
and 'se~uo1as. and the habitat 

. :'+:t~fy pr,ov.lde for birds, moss; . 
... ,<1nd lichen. (Audubon 

· ,Sept/Oct 95) 

•For thJ.first time~'thl 
·· Ca11adiiln · gov:ernment has col- · 
lected lndqstri~l ~mi~sion fig~ 
ures similar to those. con;" -. 

··'fained 'in tne OS Tc)>xic Relea5e 
l·nvento,ry. The Natlooal . _ 

.. ·eollutant 8e1e,ase Inventory is 
>av~ilable thr0-u9h Environment 

· Canada· at(819) 953-1656. · 
. }:(En.virhnmental Science and .. ,/1 echnolpgy 8/95) 
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Canadian geneticist David Suzul.'i is ti 'lJJJtite1; bnJadmster 
and leading analyst of social mid euoiroumental issues. This 
article is reprinted by permission of the B1itish Co/11111bi(/ 
Enoiroumental Report, I 672 East Tenth Ave., Va11ro11ve1; B.(:, 
Canada, VSN !XS, (604) 679-3693. 

have disappeared. Only two of SU original free-flowing 
screams in Vancouver still exist. Since 1967, more than 
36,000 hectares of farmland have been converted co urban 
use. 

Today, there are few clues co tell us Vancouver rests 
on the delta of a mighty river. The great flood plain ease 
of Vancouver chat was drained to create rich farmland is 
being converted to immense housing developments, gar 
ish shopping malls and industrial parks. 

In May, the Outdoor Recreation Council of BC rep 
resenting more than SO recreation and conservation orga 
nizations, listed the Fraser as the province's most endan 
gered river. 

On May 29, the Fraser Basin Management Board 
released its study which sounded a major alarm and cited 
a litany of causes of the river's demise: logging operations 
that stir up sediment, pulp mills that release effluent. 
dams and diversions of tributaries, and landfills that leak 
into watersheds. 

It listed gravel pits, industries, farms and golf courses 
(leaking manure, insecticides, herbicides and fertilizers), 
steel plants, paint factories, rafts of logs treated with 
chemical preservatives, emissions of vehicles and I mil 
lion cubic meters of untreated sewage (93 percent from 
the lower Fraser) that are pumped daily into the estuary. 

The report states that salvaging the river will require 
a major shift in attitude. As our population grows and we 
continue to consume at unsustainable rates, we use up 
our natural capital and our range of choices diminishes. 
We will never "catch up" by repairing our previous mis 
takes and reacting to today's demands. We need to look 
further into the system to make fundamental changes in 
how we choose to live in the basin. 

The Fraser River is a symbol for ecosystems every 
where. Its fate will tell us whether we can change our atti 
tude and behavior to live in harmony with a natural world 
that supports us. 

H uman beings have always survived by their 
wits. Even with simple technologies, pre 
historic people overexploited resources and 
extinguished species. But in diverse ecosys 
tems around the world, people developed 

sophisticated knowledge bases that enabled them to 
exploit their surroundings without exceeding the local 
"carrying capacity." 

Only recently has the explosive growth in human 
numbers, technological power and consumption given 
our species the power to alter the biophysical makeup of 
the Earth. Nothing illustrates the modern dilemma better 
than the Fraser River watershed in British Columbia. 

The Fraser is one of the truly great rivers in the 
world, draining more than one-quarter of BC's total land 
mass. The lower Fraser supports more than 300 species of 
birds, 45 mammals, 11 amphibians and five reptiles. 
(Already, 132 plants and 10 bird species are rare or 
extremely rare). 

Twenty-one million hectares of forest surround the 
Fraser basin and provide a livelihood for more than 44,000 
people. But a very conservative estimate is that the annu 
al allowable cut of timber exceeds the sustainable level 
by about 14 percent. 

The Fraser is famous for fish. The river supports six 
salmon species and 57 other fish species including the 
giant sturgeon. Eleven fish species are considered rare, 
imperiled or critically imperiled. Of BC's total salmon 
catch, the Fraser contributes 55 percent, supplying work 
for 15,000 people. 

For millenia, this great waterway was a corridor for 
movement of wildlife and aboriginal people, a habitat for 
fish, birds and mammals, and the watershed serving vast 
forests. So it has been a magnet for human beings. Today, 
2.4 million people, over two-thirds of BC's population, 
use the waters of the Fraser daily. · 

Greater Vancouver is Canada's fastest growing urban 
center. The human population is expected to reach 3 mil 
lion by 2021, a 70 percent increase in 30 years, while the 
number of automobiles has grown by 30 percent between 
1986 and 1992 to nearly a million cars. 

Human activity has transformed the river. Since 
1900, over 80 percent of the salt marshes of the Fraser 
estuary and 95 percent of the wetlands of the north arm 

By David Suzuki 

Pointofll'J~f~§nflJ~------------------ 
The Fraser: A Test of Our Resolve 
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"Bill McKibben hos written o 6ook about heofing the land os well as oor 
souls. He qiens the door to the twenty·first cenhJry with his belief in the 
coming em of environmental restoration. I pray he ~ r~ht. • 
-Terry Tempest Williams 

HOPE, 
HUMAN 

AND 
.WILD 

Hope, Human and Wild 
True Stories of Living Light~ on the forth 
Bill McKibben 

On the shelves at Powell's 

Allison Baker's new scory collection 
is loving Wanda Beaver, (Chronicle 
Books.) She lives in Ruch, Oregon. This 
review was first published in the Jefferson 
Jllf onthly. • 

emotions that are shouted out on radio 
and TV talk show and sitcoms. You 
know that very little is black and white; 
yet a writer's job is to transform all those 
shades of gray into clear black words on 
a white page. 

In "Small Towns and Quiet Voices," 
about a project that failed because of 
political controversy, Heilman muses, "l 
wonder what other calm and quiet 
things haven t been said or have been 
drowned out in all the shouting." 

Robert Leo Heilman's voice is one 
of the calm and quiet ones that people 
listen co when the shoucing's over. 

he sees it. Many of these pieces have 
about them a feeling of chili that's hard 
to shake, but it's not always ominous; it's 
more the sense of working outside in 
winter, of doing hard work in the rain, of 
living in a place where mountains and 
call trees and heavy clouds con pire to 
keep the sun out of most people's lives 
for more than a few hours at a time. His 
essays have appeared in local and 
national newspapers and magazines; 
brought together in this collection they 
turn his slices of life into a well-rounded 
world. 

It's hard to be a writer, e pecially 
out in the sticks. You can gee co feeling 
awfully alone, sitting at your desk day 
after day, while the ride of meaningless 
and even destructive popular culture 
laps ceaselessly at your ankles. You know 
that real life is not particular! well 
reflected in the hyped-up opinions and 

you can devour all in one sitting or keep 
handy for dipping into at random. The 
essays vary in length and subject matter, 
from "Field of Reality," a long report on 
the American Legion World Series, held 
in Roseburg, to one- and two-page mus 
ings on the natural world. "1 he Smell of 
Home" is a lovely piece about the return 
of spring Chinook to their spawning 
grounds; "Honkers" is a riff on the possi 
bility that Canada geese are laughing at 
all us "earth-bound cwo-leggeds." One of 
my favorites is "Central Heat," about the 
pleasures of living with a wood-burning 
stove. 

A high school dropout, Heilman 
spent years working as a logger, tree 
planter, mill worker, miner and roofer; 
then, he says, he was disabled in an on 
the-job accident, and caught himself to 
write. He's nor what you'd call an ele 
gant writer; he's a blue-collar writer 
whose well-built prose tells the truth as 

M A N L E H 
()verstory:~ero 
Real Life in Timber Country 

L E o 
E R T R O a 

I n the introduction to his first book, 
Ooerstory: Zero, Robert Heilman 
writes that both his life and the place 

he lives "lie, not quite outside, but very 
near the edge of mainstream America." 
He's got it wrong, though; the truth is 
that the mainstream of America runs 
right through the heart of the essays col 
lected here. 

A fiction writer can inventnew peo 
ple and new worlds for them to inhabit, 
but the writer of the personal essay deals 
with this world as it i . He can rearrange 
chronology, juxtapose events, and 
change names co protect the innocent, 
but in the end what he's doing is writing 
a very personal account of something 
chat matter to him, and celling us why. 

What matters co Robert Heilman is 
his home in the One Hundred Valleys of 
the Urnpqua, a spot so tucked away that 
he says it "might as well be on the back 
side of the moon." He cells us, "I've tried 
co become, not an American writer or a 
Northwest writer but an Umpquan." By 
being the lase he's become the other two 
as well, the same way Henry Thoreau 
became an American writer by chroni 
cling his days at Walden, John 1uir by 
raving about the Sierra, Annie Dillard by 
detailing the world of Pilgrim Creek. 

These days, we expect tales from 
the heart of timber country co be grim 
reports of strife and fury - and these 
essays are. But they're also full of humor 
and affection for the people who live 
here. Heilman's neighbors are house 
painters, Head Scare students, truckers 
and the members of lJmpqua Post No. 
16 of the American Legion; in the title 
piece, he tells us they're also his co 
workers on the tree-planting crews: "out· 
casts and outlaws - winos and wet 
backs, hillbillies and hippies." Heilman 
doesn't fall inco the trap of making chem 
out to be paragons of wisdom, but he 
writes of all of them with respect. 

His best work is about nothing less 

REAL LlFE IN 
TI.i\iBER COUNTRY 

By Alison Baker than the complexity of a community 
that's struggling to hold on to the best of 
the old ways while accommodating the 
new. The phrase "overstory: zero" is the 
professional forester's designation of a 
clearcut, and it's a good description of 
Heilman's community - indeed, any 
American community, where old 
assumptions about work, family life, and 
nature have been clearcut right out from 
over people's heads. · 

A writer often feels like an outsider; 
and in some ways he has to be an out 
sider, an observer and a recorder, while 
at the same time making the reader 
understand what it's like on the inside. 
Heilman knows chis struggle by heart. In 
"The Enemy Among Us Or the Enemy 
Within Us?" he says, "Sometimes the 
ability to see both sides of an issue can 
be a curse, turning __J 

our own hearts 
into disputed ter 
ricory, just as the 
community itself by Robert Leo Heilman 

becomes divided." Seattle: Sasquatch Books, 1995 r············-~~-~ This is a book .__ _, 

An Umpquan Gets Real OVERS TORY: 

zero 
B O O K E W R E U 
Arts & OOHl!li:i:11---------------- .. ...___ ··--·· 
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* Splash Day and Ancient Forest 
Celebration. 

* Environmental consulting firms and 
proactive industries. 

* Manufacturers of waste treatment 
technology. 

OUR EXPERJ ENCE INCLUDES: 

The Creative Factory is on the fore 
front of progressive environmental pub 
lic relations. When you need to get the 
word out on what you're doing to help 
the environment our services will get 
you noticed. 

. 
's; enoironmeu: 

You can contribute to the growth 
of Cascadia Times. With a dona 

< tion, you can help underwrite the· 
''\.. 

cost of investigative [ournalism · .. 
;~if.le Northwest and ftS'"'·~~·w,,w: .. re .. ,,,., 

JOIN THE 
CASCADIA 

CLUB! 

L---------------------------------~~ 
Amount Enclosed _ 

____________________ O Spt O llpt 

Name 
Address 
City 
Phone 
HEADLINE 

~--------------------------------, CASCADIA CLASSIFIEDS 

Fill out form below and mail to: 
Ca scad ia Classifieds 

.2S-6 ::\'ortlnvcst .23rd Place :±406 
Portland, OR 97.210 

Cascadia Times reserves the right to reject 
any ad for any reason. 

DEADLINES 
All entries must be submitted by 1 Sch of the 

month preceding publication. 

HEADLINES 
8 pt= $2.00 
11 pt= $3.00 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
$19.00 per column inch 

RATES BY THE WORD. 
10 word minimum. 

$0.35 per word. 

Your vehicle for business, personal and 
professional opportunities in Cascadia. 

HOPE ' HEAL TH ' FREEDOM 
Make a tremendous difference in your life and the lives of others! (800) 555-3109. 

Executive Director for the Inland Empire Public Lands Council, a non-profit forest conservation organiza 
tion. Qualified candidates for this activist organization should have a solid grounding in administration or 
non-profit groups and a heart in conservation issues. Grassroots organizing skills a-must. Excellent com 
munication skills and fundraising experience a must Starting salary of $30.000 - $35.000 DOE plus ben 
efits. Send cover letter and resume to IEPLC; PO Box 2174 Spokane WA 99210. For complete job 
description call (509) 838-4912. Applications due Nov. 30. 1995. 

JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 
Executive Director 
Inland Empire Public Lands Council 

CLASSIFIEDS 
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